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BECINMNC; April I. 1933. Eve ready
Kuyllu-on 4-pillur TuIm-n will be sold
and dislribuled by ibeir manufacturer, ibe
Kayibeou Production Corporation. Tbey will
be known as Kayibeou 4-pillar Radio Tubes.
Tbis change in sales and distribution will
not mean a change of existing policy in the
slightest degree. The sound, aggressive inelbods which to dale have made Raytheon 4-pillar
'Tubes secoml to none in dealer and eonsuiner
acceptance will be pursued with full vigor
ibroiigh the same cbannels as before.
Vmong other epochal developments in
radio, the Raytheon Production Corporation
is responsible for the famous Bll lube, which
made possible the first commercial all-electric
sets. W ilb intensive engineering and research
activities behind it. it will continue the inanufuel lire of Kaylbeon l-pillar Tubes with the
same care and precision that have made them,
in the past, pre-eminent among radio lubes
for stability of performance and long life. Recause of ibis, and their unique, patented foursupport construction, you can continue to

TO

IMPORTANCE

ALL

DEALERS

recommend them as the one lube in which
better performance can be proved over lunger
periods of lime, at no extra cost.
RAYTHEON I'RODl'CTION CORPORATION
30 EAST I2...I ST.
CMAPEI. ST. 115 LAKE SHORE ORIVK
NEW VOKK CITY NEWTON. MASS.
CIIICACO
555 HOW \RO ST.. SAN ERA NCI SCO. CAE.
%
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4-PILLAR TUBE

OTHER TUBES

RAYTHEON

©PILLAR

?5 C«nti oc Copy

RADIO

MeGf«w-Hill Publiihins Company, Inc
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yf ^ rars <»f research. lesiinjr. im|irovin^ . . .
ncars of forpoiiij; lomporary (troflls whirli mijilil
have hi'i'ii inaih- in ihc hehl . . . linalU . rii^incers
have |»ro«liirril the \iilo Radio lhal can proudly
carry the name. Zrnilh.
Sirnplieiiy of inslallalion and hriiliant performance have heen achieved in ihe /.enilh Vnlo Set.
F.xlcmal generalors. eliminalors. and halleries
(excepting the one already in the ear) have
heen eliminated. The ease of installation is indicated In the fact lhal there are hut two units
to install.
ZENITH

RADIO

-f"

An exclusive Zenith engineering triumph—there
is direct and posiiivr drive on the tuning dial.
The eondensor. located iu the control ho\. eliminates less efheien I remote controls. Uni(|ue design
eliminates vihration detuning after the dial is
set. A seven luhc superheterodyne with aulomalic volume control. \ lock switch prevents
the use of the receiver In unauthorized persons.
Fully tested under the most severe conditions,
the Zenith set is now offered dealers with the
assurance thai it will produce holh sales and
salisfaetion. Write lor complete information.

CORPORATION

CHICAGO
f-I iK»r•««v4Ul
yi'*r,
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Hygrode

1

Sylvania

A Complete

Announces

Electronics

Department

full

production facilities ■ leading electronics engineers

FOR more than 30 years, the Hygrade Sylvania Corporation, and its
predecessors have supplied the electric light Industry with standard
lamps of highest quality and uniformity. And since earliest days of radio,
this company has pioneered in the development of radio tubes.
Now, with the formation of its new Electronics Department, the Hygrade
Sylvania Corporation expands to meet the newer demands of electronics.
In addition to lamp bulbs and radio set tubes, this company now produces
radio transmitters, transmitter tubes, special receivers, industrial tubes
and custom-built electronic devices of every specialized nature.
Ample production facilities are insured by a new fully-equipped plant
devoted exclusively to electronics. Here, all electronics work will be
coordinated. A technical staff composed of William Berkley, General
Manager; D. F. Replogle, Chief Engineer; Victor O. Allen, Assistant Chief
Engineer; and 22 other electronics engineers and executives ... all
formerly associated with the Deforest Radio Co

adds to Hygrade

Sylvania's resources the same skill and knowledge responsible for
today's most important commercial applications of electronics.
The Hygrade Sylvania Corporation invites you to avail yourself of its
technical experience, and vast production and research facilities. For
consultations, write to;

THE

HYGRADE

SYLVANIA
Electronics

64 Lakeview Avenue

CORPORATION

Division
Clifton, N. J
©19??, T. H. S. C.
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aiesi Stromberq-GirLom
convince

all lislenerr

Ihere IS wnwlh uuj new in radio I

A flood of praise for the new radios is pouring into the
Stromherg-Carlson offices at Rochester.
J

No. 49
Radio

«Y|;
iy ij

No. SO
Radio

No. 51
Radio and
Automatic
Phonograph

Six times the undistorted power delivered to the speaker—
gained through a new circuit design using the new tubes.
No. 2 A3 and No. 5Z3, has opened the way to possibilities of
radio reception far beyond what the industry had been expecting. Now—radio with far greater sparkle and life. An impression of "presence" beyond anything known in radio before.
Stromberg-Carlson is a most desirable line for dealers to handle.
The merchandise—SUPERB. The prestige—UNCHALLENGED. The profit—CERTAIN, because there is a unit
price large enough for you to pay expenses and have something left. Ask one of our representatives to explain the merchandising plan which dealers everywhere are calling the most
sensible in radio.
Prices of Strumlmrg-Carlsons range from $125. to $567.50 (East of Rockies)
Stkomberc-Carlson Tfxkpiionb Mfg. Co., Rochester, N.Y.
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SCOTT FILLER]3AND DRAINER
To Make Washing Machine Sales
And To Make Washing Machine Sales Profitable!

of Your I™
* Scott Dramt

The SCOTT is the ONLY nationally advertised
Filler and Drainer, the ONLY Filler and Drainer
bearing Good Housekeeping's Seal of Approval.
Women know it, women demand it. On that basis
alone Scott, and not a substitute would be entitled
to your support.
Use the Scott to make profits. (1) By straight
sales. (2) As a premium to clinch tough washing
machine prospects.
Use the Scott to keep profits. Give your customers
the benefits of a pump machine without the troubles
pump machines develop. Remember those service,
calls to repair pumps eat up your profits in jig
time,—and you've a dissatisfied customer besides.
There's nothing about a Scott Filler and Drainer
to get out of order!

gOnPRAJNF

H^ox
Fl

jie Ladies'
Home

^S.Journal
MM

/
h

Pictorial
Review#1

Write today for literature and prices.
SCOTT PUMP COMPANY
661 ATLANTIC AVE.
ROCHESTER, N. Y.
JCOTT nRAIHEMILL
'45« OAV
Woman's
m

Modern
Home

Home
Companion^

Canadian
Home

^

CrnrrnPAlMfP fllUy

Making

.fiii

Journal

Parents'
Macjapnej

:s:hr^

WfAgti \
m
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i ISCOTFFIU.ER DRAINEP
scott?" rv I.
Del i neator
||New5paperj
3 TIMH FttttR THAW SVPHOM'
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LESS'BLUESKY

LOOK AT ALL THESE
FEATURES
The Marvelous,
Force-Feed, Chilled Oil
Lubrication System
Stcwd'l-Warntf'i lolcsl development
Two-Cylinder, Vibrationless
Compressor
Built for t«ouble-lfc«, lifetime operation
Latest Type Pull-Out Shelves
Fully adjuttable to any spacing
Ribbon-type Rust-proof finish
Newest Type Defroster
Rcfngcratct while defroiting.
12-Point Cold Regulator
Belter rcguldlion'—faster freezing.
Compact Freezing Unit
Leaving more space (or food
Enclosed—no absorption of odors
Plenty of Ice Cubes
Providing ice in abundance.
Special Double Depth Tray
For (reeling desserts.
Automatic Interior Light
Built-m—uses standard socket bulb.
All Porcelain Interiors
Rounded corners for easy cleaning.
New Stream-Line Design
Simple, modern, smart.
Modern Chromium Hardware
Newest, semi-concealed hinges.
Invisible latch with finger-touch release.

STEWART-WARNER

5
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MORE

Here's
that

a

LONG

Refrigerator

Really

Offers

GREEN"

Proposition

Something!

OUTSTANDING. UP-TO-THE-MINUTE MERCHANDISE —
SOME of
S*u* Allol
Plu* many ma*"#
100' d«rtlqn»rt anrt nu*lf t>V ;-1-Wtirn^r.
Atfrotl'v* prl*rt» — einfl p'f 'dtwounfi.
- PLUSA BUILT-FOR-TH t-DE A LtR SALES PLA N - 0..0 o mo.t
euHTatiilkr-i: riitaMi ♦ Plan.

HERE'S SOMETHING WORTH INVESTIGATING... GET THE FACTS
LETS GET DOWN TO COLD FACTS. Almost
800.000 electric refrigerators sold last year—over
16.000 dealers in the field—but mighty few of them
paid an excess profit tax on their year's business.

The result is a new line of boxes, with new features,
and every new improvement: a "point of sale" merchandising plan built up, not by arm chair theorists,
hut by practical retail men experienced in the field.

—And a dealer discount set-up, based on a working
Estimates show about the same volume for this year.
knowledge of his operating costs and profit needs.
Are you going to just get by—or do you want to make
.1 real profit? If so, side-step the Arabian Nights tales,
Back of if all is a remarkable Finance Plan that permits
and get the facts on a refrigerator backed by .1 plan
an unlimited volume of time payment sales—a viral
that is geared to your actual operations.
essential to maximum profits in a business where 90'r
of all ialn arc wade on the "easy payment" ftian.
For 12 months we have studied the dealer's problems
—what he had to do in order to
With such a "set-up"—on a refrigmake his refrigeration department
erator that is a stand-out in attracOUTSTANDING
profitable. For 12 months our ention. convenience and performance
gineers have worked on a 1933
—your efforts this year will he
DEALER RETAIL
lint- thai would give him the merrepaid with "Long Green" instead
chandise—as women wanted it—
of "Blue Sky." Coupon will bring
FINANCE PLAN
you details of this profit plan.
at a price they would willingly pay.

STEWART-WARNER CORPORATION
Nn4
l«Z6 Divcrnr P«iS."»r, Oiiou..
S»od me iho f»cti on rooi I9JJ Elcttfic RcfriscMior Setup.
SlzctrLo

Name —_______
Addict!

REFRIGERATORS
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Knifhi kiiolliiiii .4 MfGnm llill PnMieaihn

TOP

IN

BOTTOM

Single

QUALITY

IN

PRICE

Unit Auto

Radio

(INSTALLED IN 30 MINUTES)

$
at

RCA
real

Victor

auto

3495

presents

radio quality

with magnificent lone—
installed

in

30 minutes

—contained in Single Unit
at lowest price in history.
Kvcryonc has been waiting fur
///>/ .lutnmnhile railio. Now
KC'A N'ictor prtKluccs if! ThiK
railio l>as qualitv. Ii has tone
plus. IVrfonnance. ./;/// prio !
It's the* first single-unit quality

automnhiie radio ar .1 popular
price, just 5:14.95.
Iiasilv installed: Say—11's a
cinch. Only two electrical connections. And they needn't lie
soldered. Only one hole to drill.
Anyone can do the job in less
than >0 minutes.
Thisis truly a^/w/Zamomohile
radio! Sec. hear, compare it. It
will win! And. finally, rcnicmher that price . . . only 534.95
RCA Victor CJo., Inc.
•\ Kailm CmioiiUIimi ill Ani.nca Nili.iih.iii
Canidcn, N. J.

nr.ui 11 is.VrB> Sintu 11*11 Kit
I'lrtor .Imomobitr Hadio. Ccmplrle irl
I* our a*tr pint Ohlrul. MohhIiJ hy
ilot oo ildr •r Ml im rear, h'aiily atlaihrd aifiul htncbrl
Ueerlat Post.

Attention: Anto accessory dealers. Write
us immediately for full sales program

RCA

Radio KfunliHg, .4frit, V'SS

LOOK AT THESE 10 FEATURES
LhauU. -i)c«V. r juJ IV ■ l.ml
New irpe. double •hlelded elbra6 t'>T"H" «llmin«lor without lube*
iorn*« wuiCa H*i icu'bef nian,
rj Control |to« fined fot ihice-Mj.
incbra deer*
I Mcetiiu port and d»ih mountlns
InnallrJ In » mlnnirt — —no dulled hole* ncccmrr
Slilfuixni. auiotnaix volume conorn hole lodnll
ool.
lun two cl'ctrvU connnilunt— 9l*oui>«e,
llmblr «h«<l (torn conno ■olilnina nri ^wtry.
trol bo* opeiaira iiinlnc without
Uafblaihi
the
only mtvhanicul von4 roll lU-.tKi .Ivoimu ipejlci
nr<iion Iwtween tootrol and receiver
Onl» ..h»» lit lf» pure al>» »lil« I r\ Non-«lare illuminated.Il«I,
iU callbnlnl In kUocvclaa.
TfMlC Coik'OL

*

His Master's Voice"—on the Road

Victor

Auto

Radio

8
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A

KELVINATOR
INSTALLED
Plus Freight

FOR

HURRY!
This big news is not the announcement
of a new model "built-to-a-price.''
Kelvinator has picked from Its brand new 1933
line a beautiful, full sized, full powered standard
model,
—with more than 4 cubic feet of food space
—with a powerful standard compressor that
runs only about a third of the time and at
low current cost
—without any compromise on size, power or
performance.
Kelvinator has said—"The price is $97 until
material prices go up."
Kelvinator believes that materials will go up—
and should—for this will mean better times for
all of us.
When material prices advance, the price of this
model will be increased—-for Kelvinator has already decided that there will be no cutting of
quality to hold a price.
Hurry!
Kelvinator Corporation, 14263 Plymouth
Road, Detroit, Michigan. Factories also in London,
Ontario, and London, England.
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profii-iiuikiii", <|ii]ililv nirrrliaii-

<li^" lo niC4*t ihe (IcMininds of ilir limos.
/fri//io—llouu- radios porluhlc radios and aulo radios—
o\rr> one a Majt'sllo in lour. M-lrriivily and M'lisilivity.
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CD
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SUPER-SIX

AC-DC

PORTABLES

.
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ELECTRONS BALED
MAJFSIIC REFRIGERATION
Model 900—The Lowest-Priced Two-Door Hermetically-Sealed Refrigerator Ever Offered (*35 to *60
Under Competition)

i

Tlir oiilirr
Iriiili* ItiiOH* lln"
rrns Miijrfclie liun mudt*
in lIn- lirlil of rvCHurrxilion.
In il. Kli'i-I m-Si'iili-il MmiIi'Ih.
Muji-^lii' Itii- luki'ii tin- mil* rffriu••ralinp |»riiM'i|ilc ihui rcllrvcj- i||t<
ilrulrr uf profil-wiiHlinp ".rri'lrr. ||i<•ml* |irini'lpl(* IIml |H-rin4l- u II*«'iir (fiiiiraiili'i'. mill jkIviiiicimI
in nru Ii'vi-Ik uf nitfiiii-4-rinK ilmiK"
IHTfonmiiir#'.
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THE NEW ALL-IN-ONE AUTO RADIO
An all-rU'rlrir.jill-iii-iiiu* radio uliirli
can Im* in-lallrd in hall' an hour.

A

*111m*rIH'Irodvin* wilh dviiainic

I

H|H'aker and anlonialit! voliimr control—all I'lu-loM-d in a trim niclal
ouhinct niidtT I he ilanli
tuning control on slccrinj: column).
Another example oj the new
Majestir policy—fas I-selling* profit-making*

ipial-

ity nierchandise

met*I

to

the demands of the limes.

X

(liialeAUc

CD
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Introducing
MAKES YOUR CAR A j POWER PLANT
The Most Startl ng and Revolutionary Development
in the Automobile and Radio Industries
OUT WITH THE OLD.
New...Real Economy...Universal Appeal
DELIVERS 110 VOLTS AC!
The universal current for radio and electrical appliances. Voltage constant under variable speeds.
_ ; • POSITIVELY NO BATTERY DRAIN!
/
Unit draws but a slight current from charga?*/
ing generator of car.
MANY USES!
• RUGGED CONSTRUCTION!
No commutator or slip ring. Ball bearing rotor.

CAMP
« i
All Units^Delivef 110 Volts, 60 Cycle AC
MODEL 21
50 WATT OUTPUT
LIST PRICE

MOTOR BOAT

S38^
MODEL 23
100 WATT OUTPUT
LIST PRICE S46.50
AIRPLANE

&-kJSL.
ELECTRIC ADV. SISNS

SPEECH AMPUFIERS

||||b
■e||
PBII
M
1|L/
Hf
ly
|S**ig||
■ if i ■■H
i

Gas Engine-Generators with filter for
noise elimination
MODEL 41
200 WATT OUTPUT
LIST PRICE $99.50
MODEL 43
300 WATT OUTPUT
LIST PRICE $139.50
32 VOLT DyNAMOTORS
FOR DELCO SYSTEMS
^MODEL 31—150 WATT OUTPUT
S
LIST PRICE $79.50
MODEL 33—200 WATT OUTPUT
LIST PRICE $84.50

Sold through wholesale distributors only
RADIO CHASSIS, INC
112 W. 18th St.
Dept. R
New York City
EXPORT DEPT.-—1457 Broadway, New York City

• HOME RADIO IN YOUR CAR!
Plug any 110 Volt AC or AC-DC receiver into dashboard outlet, and connect to car antenna. Additional outlet
in dashboard permits added uses of
electricity.
• EASY INSTALLATION!
Complete unit can be installed by the
average radio mechanic in one-ha If hour.
No unit cutouts, no complicated drilling,
• FOOLPROOF-NO UPKEEP!
No attention or care needed. Ball bearing rotor eliminates oiling. No wear or
tear on car in any manner.
• ELECTRICAL APPLIANCES 1
Upholstery vacuum cleaner, portable
fan, cigarette lighter, emergency camp
lighting.
Clip the Coupon
Add this fast-moving use.
ful product to your sum- / ^
mer line. Full terri- ^
tonal protection to
v^
dealers,
/ 0*v
PRICES WEST
OF ROCKIES
SLIGHTLY S
HIGHER
„9
//yy/s

/
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THE

NEW

DEAL

IN

PROFITS

Here are 4 more models zvhich, with Models K-40, K-40,
K-60 And K-bRy previously announced^ give you
the finest, most profitable line in Radio
KNERAL ELECTRIC has taken off the gloves
VJ in lickyig the dealers' profit problem, and
is giving you a real bottom-price radio line that
means business WITH PROFIT — because it
embodies G-E quality at today's prices.
All these new, sensationally low-priced G-E
I

'

models are brilliant, fit companions of the sets

i

that win those famous tone tests.
So, with G-E you now can match the comMODEL K-51, tablechcstsetFive- tube superheterodyne,
110 volts, 60cydes, A. C.Twopoint tone control. Electrodynamic speaker. New type
tubes. Good selectivity and
sensitivity. Additional switch
for police calls. Shipped in
standard package a*^ CA
of four. List price O X

petitive field on price—lick the tar out
of it on performance, and close the
deal with a profit.
|||||||

Your G-E Distributor has full
details and prices of the new, lowpriced G-E radio line. lie can
tell you all about your new,
bigger-profit opportunity.

MODEL L-50, table set. Five-tube superheterodyne, 110—125 volts, 25—133 cycles,
A. C., or D. C. New tubes. Dynamic speaker.
25-foot attached antenna. Additional switch
for police calls. Good selectivity and sensitivity. Shipped in standard $OC00
package of four. List price, .,.

AN IDEAL PRICE LEADER—MODEL BX, table set. Four-tube
tuned radio frequency circuit, 110 volts A, C., or D. C. Excellent tone
for personal use. Control knob is combination on-and-off switch and
volume control. Shielded steel chassis, handsome metal cabinet, lacquer finish. Covers police calls in many cities. Shipped C-|
in standard package of four. List price.
Xw

GENERAL iH

G-E MUSIC BOX—MODEL K-54, table radio-phonograph. Fivetube superheterodyne, 110 volts, 25, 50 or 60 cycles, A. C. Electric
phonograph with two-speed turn table. Plays 10 or 12 in. records. Good
selectivity and sensitivity. Additional switch for police
calls. Shipped one to standard package. List price....
1,7

ELECTRIC

RADIO

Radii* RfiailiMff. Afril, IV33
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CAR RADIO

^SION

\
By tlie Mnkcn of Arviu Hoi Wotor Cor Kooton

S.
A Radio That Is
Really Designed and
Built for Motor Cars
*

M
I lo-*- Kfn •rmrniii' afcuM fcnn lh|t •I'rin »"••• nn on» 'dr. I hrrr ate .>n'v >/irr«
purl*. (It I Itr •nrim unit nn
•i.l.-"/ ilnth. (f) Th* wakf*. u«i$tlifirr mill "II" Imllriy nllnniiainr. nil fiinhini'il in unn Ainall null on Ihr iluth,
right In front of Ihn Hilinr Intl tnJI up nndmtl a/thr—ity ( tl thr rrmillriHinIrpl Ofliich rlnnip* un itir ilrrrnig tnlttnin in Ihu llnru/ i/riiint ritiou.

ALL-ELECTRIC
SUPERHETERODYNE
I

3

WllH Marvoloo* Parformanco
★
Many Features That
Simplify Installation
and Operation

I Ion- in llir rjir rudio you want lo mnko
Rules Hi ii iirofil niul ra*li in on n fns|Rtuwing marltrl llmi offrr* you a hljt
o|i|M>rlunily now .. . Tin- Arvin i" rrull>
ilntlRiird nml hnill for motor rur». l!
i" un uuloniolivo airooovairy llnal poon
•in a oar in innrli lln sunir ninnncr an
lln- woll-Uimwn Artin llnl Wali-r < jir
llraior. Ami one «loo» not prort-nl llniimlii I lit I nin of tfao olhrr • . < From lln

MAIL COUPON

slamlpoinl "f liir irmlo n« wrll an llnconnnmrr. Ilir \rtln nlti-r* overt I hi i ik
llml i- wonled in a car ruilio. Fir-I of
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Superheterodynes
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MODKL 30 — A smart
Portable that's "at home"
anywhere. Complete with
tubes and aerial

DEALER!

G&j&ajuty,- C^e/i^/imjcuvoR-CPnc \ l'
in creating these new and fast moving models, Emerson has embodied
all the elements necessary to ensure immediate consumer acceptance,
BEAUTY—PERFORMANCE-—PRICE. We have not forgotten to
count the dealer in too. Emerson is distinctly a long profit line. No
short "Loss Leader" discounts.
The new Emerson AC-DC Universal Compact Sets have opened up
a tremendous new market. Millions of homes, already equipped with
"Big Sets" are ready prospects for the second and even third of
these personal radios. The goal is, "A Radio For Every Room."
Emerson makes it possible to go after this great new market on a
1 ucIkI
profitable basis. We have not forgotten the Dealer.
A
\»
Jr

^Emersoru
Kadiqand "
Television
%)

Lit ALEKb Jobbers handling Emerson Radio are now located
DEALERS
in
If you don't know your nearest jobber, write us
m every large
lar^e center.
cen
for his name and ffull particulars on the Emerson 1933 line.

Emerson
Model 35
Most unusual radio cabinet, of Sheraton design.
Solid walnut construction,
with
walnut
veneers,finest
handburl
rubbed
finish.
Circuit latest-type
uses the
following
tubes: 3-78, 1-75. 1-43,
1-25Z6. Exceiitional tone
quality.

8^4" wide
IbYz" high—5" deep
Weighs only 9 pounds

*

Operate on ANY
Current ANYWHERE
—6 volt and 32 volt as
well as 110 and 220—
AC and DC—any cycle

$3250
OOlViri.ETK with Cu.nuinuUam tubes and
Aerial.

6-Tube
SUPERHETERODYNE, Dynamic Speaker,
3-Gans Condenser, Automatic Volume Control
Operates from any lamp socket on either AC or DC current—
110 volts—25 to 60 cycles.
All Emerson Radio Sets are also adaptable for 220 volts.
EMERSON RADIO AND PHONOGRAPH CORPORATION
641 Sixth Avenue
NEW YORK, N, Y.

EMERSON
UNIVERSAL [
COMPACTS
MODEL 25A—the radio
that set a new style.
Complete with 4 tubes
and aerial
MODEL 30A — finest
grade bahelile cabinet.
Araazingr value. Complete with 4 tubes and,
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AUTO-RADIO

Your

Depression

Cure

ATTRACTIVE as it has been for many dealers during the past
k. year, recent developments in auto-radio have so enhanced
this business that no longer should any radio retailer ignore its
possibilities.
Six things have materially improved its complexion.

They are:

1. Simplification of installation. (Eight jobs per day per man is
now not unusual, although three hours was the average time required,
per installation, in 1931.) This has been brought about by:
(a) The assembling, in recently announced models, of the
eliminator in the same case with the receiver; in some
instances even the speaker.
(b) Improved chassis shielding and circuit design, reducing ignition noise pick-up and simplifying suppression.
(c) Stock equipment of more cars with factory-installed
antennas—86 per cent of the new closed models have
them.
2. Perfection of eliminators, removing the objection to B-battery
replacement.
3. Widespread use of new, low-drain tubes greatly reducing the
load placed on storage batteries.
4. Substantial list price reductions.
for $55, against $75 a year ago.)

(The average auto-radio sells

5. Increased consumer acceptance. A quarter of a million sets are
now in the cars of satisfied customers, providing invaluable wordof-mouth advertising.
6. Establishment of service and installation stations everywhere,
opening the field even to dealers who prefer to confine their efforts
to sales.
Auto-radio is unquestionably the brightest spot on radio's 1933
horizon- Get into it!

Take a short course in
suppressinfi itjnitiou noises.
It pays

Afraid
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WILLINGNESS to soil one's hands is the test
which separates the sheep from the goats in
auto-raclio selling, in the opinion of Jack Markwell, Chicago north side radio dealer. Ability to laugh
off the grease and grime—the black badges that go with
satisfactory installations-—is two-thirds of the battle, he
says. Nothing else holds back radio dealers from this
profitable business in his estimation.
"T was always keen about automobiles, from chaindrive days on," he relates. "Naturally I wanted a radio
in my car when I heard this could be done. Imagine my
surprise when a radio dealer remarked to me, 'We don't
go in for them—too dirty work.' "
Jack Markwell observed the horde of cars that swept
along Broadway's red brick pavement, realized that his
location was in automobile row, saw the ease of getting
prospects from licenses—and tossed his hat in the autoradio ring. Last year he sold 568 jobs and installed

more than 50 for nearby passenger automobile agencies.
About half his business came from radio on wheels.
Moreover, his service department is becoming known
for its specialty work. From four to ten cars a day stop
for radio repairs, often on sets not sold by him.
Markwell's activity in auto radio started with improvised sets. It seemed the thing to do at the time.
Slowly it dawned on him that if automobiles went to
pieces so much more quickly than other machinery of
like complexity on account of the jolting and vibration,
this was surely true of radios. Sturdier sets were necessary if endless service trouble was to be sidestepped.
With this understanding the House of Markwell took
up standard products (Phiico and Majestic).
"I do not think dealers appreciate how these pick-up
sets and bad installations have made customers wary,"
he said. "Last season no less than six of our prospects
bought the sets out of our demonstration cars—refused
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Mar/ntrll pnls the loudspeaker oh lite running
board of his demonstrator. "Attracts more attention, permits volume
zvithout blasting and enables other autoists to
identify the source of
their radio music"

the product out of the box, figuring our exhibition outfits had been 'souped up.' They weren't, of course, but
this shows which way the wind blows."
Any dealer contemplating auto radio should attend a
school for a few days, he advises. Learn about the various makes of cars and how to silence their noises.
The dealer should have at least two installations a day
to run a profitable department. Where the size of the
town or neighborhood forbids this, the dealer is ahead
if he pools his jobs with another firm, says Markwell.
Every salesman of the Markwell Radio Company
drives with a speaker mounted on his right running
board. This wafts a soft flow of music into the car
next to his. Previously experiments had been made with
keeping the radio inside turned on at full volume, but
the difficulty in discovering the direction from which the
music was coming, and the confusion in the public mind
with public address systems, caused the improvement to
be necessary. A banner on the spare tire announces the
make of auto radio and the down price. Anyone asking
a question is cheerfully answered, and his license jotted
down for future check-up. This method, together with
some neighborhood newspaper advertising, is responsible for most of the leads.
Other channels used in getting volume business are:
1. Passengers car agencies. These houses are eager to
see that their customers get satisfaction from radios sold
as extra equipment on new cars and appreciate the limited radio judgment of their employees. While the mechanics can possibly install sets all right, they cannot
give service, which makes any radio dealer a welcome
link for installation business.
2. Parking places and garages. Literature passed out
reaches prospects for sales and repairs.
Radio Retailing, Apr if 1933

3. Sales managers. Auto-radio has found a niche in
the funny lion hunts and football game ideas that are
used on sales forces as contest ideas. Since nothing is
welcomed more by salesmen, making long drives as they
do, sales managers like to offer auto-radios as prizes.
One has bought fourteen from Markwell.
4. Truck drivers. The roads are full of trucks these
days, running night and day. To while away the long
hours, drivers buy radios. Instead of diverting their
attention, as was expected, the entertainment keeps them
awake, alert and unlulled by the sleepy hum of the
motors. Longer runs can be made with radio.
Most of the Markwell auto-radio sales are for cash.
While a $12.50 down payment is advertised, few owners
are willing to pay the $14.75 carrying charge asked, or
give a mortgage on their cars.
The purchasers of automobile-radio are intensely critical, Mr. Markwell has discovered, compared to home
owners. They will not tolerate poor performance nor
willingly permit the set to remain out of commission.
However, it's father, who pays the bills, that must be
pleased, and once his good will is won the entire family's
radio business is tossed in the lap of the dealer who has
won his gratitude.

IVhy

Radio

Joseph
Salzman
Amateur
and
commercial
operator
Formerly Asst. Radio Mgr., Bloomingdale
Department Store, New Y ork
Manager Set Dept. Liberty Chain
Store Manager, City Radio Stores
Mgr. Newark branch, Davega-City Chain

SINCE 1927 millions of dollars have been poured into
the operation of radio chain store systems. A large
proportion of this money has been lost. A radio chain
is organized, quickly does a booming business—and just as
suddenly drops into the depths. Remember Rova, Liberty,
Saul Birns, Modells, Landay, Walthall?
Why do the chains get into trouble ?
Greed! That's the answer in one word. Greed which
begets inefficiency—rather than intentional dishonesty. And
which leads to too rapid a growth—and then to lack of
control.
Much can be learned, as a guide to future progress, by
studying the mistakes of the past ... in this case the
independent merchant, as well as his larger competitors,
will profit. What, then, are the more specific reasons for
the failures of the chains ? There are nine principal ones.
NO. 1—THE SERVICE DEPARTMENT
The serv~
ice department in a radio chain system is, or should be, the
very heart and nerves of that system. If the heart functions
below normal and the nerves are on edge it is only a question of time when such an organization gets a poor reputation. A service department can make or break any concern.
Unfortunately the service departments of radio chain store
systems have weak hearts. The present methods employed
by these departments are detrimental.
As an illustration: If a customer purchases a radio in one
store of a chain, he generally goes to that store when he
has a complaint. When he arrives he is told to get in
touch with the central service department. When he attempts to call this department, he has difficulty getting it
on the phone. After finally obtaining a connection, a busy
young lady receives his complaint, and automatically informs him his set will be serviced two days later. He asks
if it is possible to make the call sooner and is informed
sharply, "It can't be done, our service department must conform with a schedule." The personal contact with the radio
customer is lost.
20

Thousands oi chain store customers have received untold
abuse from service managers and service men. Considering
the fact that these men handle innumerable complaints, they
become erratic and inefficient and find it almost impossible
to cope competently with the volume of service. The service manager usually is informed by his superiors to keep
his service expense down. He strives to follow these orders
—at the expense of efficient service. He employs less efficient service men, at smaller salaries. It is therefore not
surprising that customers finally switch to another company.
The branch store manager of a radio chain has no authority to send a servicer to a customer. It is his orders
to pass the buck to the central service department. Customers thus treated reach a point of disgust and commence
the most effective and most injurious form of advertising,
mouth-to-mouth, informing their friends and relatives of the
exceedingly poor service given by the John Doe Radio
Company.
NO. 2—DELIVERY DEPARTMENT
Most of the
deliveries in a chain system are made directly from a warehouse, also centrally located. In order to operate this department economically store managers are told not to make
delivery promises sooner than two or three days. Jf a
customer requests immediate delivery almost as much effort
is applied to induce him to wait for delivery as to sell a new
set. The chains have lost many radio sales because of the
red tape required to make prompt delivery.
Economy preached to warehouse managers by their
executives has prompted the overloading of one truck driver
with too many deliveries, making it impossible to complete
all deliveries in one day. This false economy has also caused
many cancellations.
NO. 3-—CREDITS
Innumerable installment sales are
lost because of the mechanical methods employed in the
credit department of most chains. Neither the personal contact of the manager nor the human element is taken into
consideration. Girls mechanically check up references and
other sources of information on contracts. Because of their
indifference and the pressure of work on hand they try to
get through with a contract as quickly as possible, obtaining
insufficient information and risking the loss of business to
good credit risks. It is generally known by chain store
managers that many contracts passed as N.G. by the credit
department are actually extremely good credit risks.
NO. 4—EXECUTIVE HEADS
It is true that there
are very few executive heads of radio chain stores who know
the radio business. In the opinion of experienced managers
some of the requests made by their bosses are of asinine
stupidity. However, as employees, they have to follow
orders, right or wrong. In the past an executive would
issue orders throughout the chain contradicting his fellow
executives, thus bringing about a humorous situation in the
minds of the employees as to the competence of their superiors. Managers of many chains are automatons. They
have very little authority to use their own mental equipment. The main office grinds out a formula of business
procedure, which must be put into practice to the letter by
the store managers. Whether this formula will adapt itself
Radio Relailiiiff, April. 1932
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I lie past history of the majorminority. Most clerks sell the
ity of the chains proves conclucommission items by using high
sively that poor management, inability to fit policies to local pressure methods. At times they are so rude as literally
conditions, is the chief reason for the many failures which to throw out of the store customers who refuse to change
mar the business records of these enterprises.
their mind. Prospects are not given courteous attention
when they inquire about something which does not Involve
a profit for the salesman.
NO. 5—NEPOTISM AND POLITICS
Nepotism, or
the favoring of relatives by owners, offering them reNow the boss knows very liitle about these goings on,
sponsible positions regardless of ability, is a practice which and about the true state of mind of his personnel, the mahas played havoc in undermining the foundations of many jority of which care little for the store's welfare provided
a substantial organization. It demoralizes capable employees they can get theirs.
who are non-relations.
Then again, salesmen quarrel amongst themselves over
Politics exists in a radio chain store system similar to commissions and try to annex the most likely looking cuspolitics in government. The individual who may lack busi- tomer or steal the other man's prospect. The opportunities
ness ability but possesses an inborn trait to kotow to sufor trouble are plenty under this "survival of the fittest" sysperiors, usually makes good headway, particularly if his tem, with the result that the store suffers in the long run.
superior loves flattery. Chain store politicians ingeniously
work up to high responsibility. It is then only a question
NO. 9—STOCK MANIPULATION
A radio chain
of time when the company's business reaches a low ebb.
of any size usually gets tangled up in Wall Street sooner
or later. The past experiences with the stock brokers
NO. 6—-ADVERTISING
The publicity department have been disastrous. Once listed on a stock exchange it
can be very helpful or very harmful. Gigantic newspaper is the beginning of the end. The wizards of finance start
campaigns, running into fabulous sums, have been too much manipulating values. First high—then low. Effort thai
a part of the merchandising programs of the radio chains. should be put on building sound merchandising policies
If effective, this money was not wasted. But, in the past, is diverted to the "get-rich-quick" market. We all know
the chains have spent much money on space which did not the answer.
produce. One chain would compete with a rival to see
which could make the biggest splurge. Such measures
I NPKl'lvNDF.XT 1)KAI.KR XkED NOT Be At,ARMED
tapped profits to new low levels.
From the preceding it will be seen that the independent
Also too much money hag been spent on fancy window dealer
need not be alarmed when chain store competition
displays. Expensive velours and silks were purchased by
threatens.
applying energy and intelligence to the probhigh-priced trimmers, without regard to the sales returns. lem he can By
counteract the price inducements that is the one
selling argument that the chains employ. Let him feature
NO. 7—PURCHASING
The radio chains constantly "Individual Service Without Red Tape" or "Personal Inare approached with unusual buying opportunities such as terest in Giving Each Customer What He Wants" or "Imjobber close-outs, factory clearances and bankruptcies. mediate Delivery."
These arguments will arouse the enthusiasm of the prosMany times the quantities involved are too great, with the
result that capital is tied up and sacrifices must be made to pect (o a pitch which will reduce sales resistance and help
get out from under. Sometimes a quantity buy refuses to the dealer get his legitimate price.
The individual dealer is naturally more interested in his
move at all and must be disposed of at great loss.
Of all the industries in this country subject to frequent business. He can watch his personnel closely. He can
and radical price changes radio is outstanding. A set has build for permanence on the solid foundation stories of debeen known to sell for $200 one day and, two days later, to pendable service, expert knowledge and fair dealings.
Furthermore, the man who is in a position to formulate
he quoted at $89. The chains are peculiarly vulnerable to a
his own policies, quickly and in accord with local conditions,
situation of this kind.
and who can develop that personal contact and personal
reputation for fair dealings, so essential to long-time operNO. 8—COMMISSIONS AND CHISELING
If ations, has a fighting advantage that no chain store in the
radio chain store owners realized the harm that the un- world can meet or take away from him.
controlled allotment of commissions does they would give
With confidence in the nation's future rapidly returning,
this matter more thought and work out a practical plan. The the lure of price will become less attractive—and the advopresent method is to offer a commission on anv merchandise cate of qualitv again will come into his own.
Radio Refailhiq. April, 1933
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This cartoon and title appeared
originally in the July, 1931, issue
of "Radio •Retailing." Now, with
the announcement of a four-tube
set selling under $13, another
"milestone" (?) must be added to
mark the dozvnward path of radio
price levels.
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THE Radio Corporation of America has announced
a new radio set, to retail complete with four tubes
and dynamic speaker for $12.95.
It has seen fit to
put the hallmark of the RCA initials on a receiver for
which the factory billing price is about $6.40!
There are two points of view regarding this latest
move Iw the presumptive leader of the radio industry.
Such a low price undoubtedly will open up new markets
for radio sets, reaching groups of the public hitherto
unable to buy radios. And at such a casual price the
convenient use of supplementary radio sets in rooms in
the home will undoubtedly increase. We shall have more
radio sets in more places.
But this move also means that the average of tone
quality will be pulled down lower and lower. Furthermore, this $12.95 figure sets a new low peg for radio
price levels generally, for all price brackets eventually
will be affected. In this respect many radio men regard
this latest appeal to price as a body blow to the recent
tendency toward higher quality which was Just getting
established (first quarter 1933 sales show a swing away
from the $18 trend toward the small set retailing in
the vicinity of $25). Now, however, other manufacturers must strive to meet this under $13 figure, even
though a quick survey of experienced production men
indicates the practical impossibility of making a factory
profit at this level.
Meetings of RCA licensees to protest the $12.95 price
movement, as one at which it will be impossible for
either manufacturer or dealer to survive, were held, it
is understood, the week the new set was announced to

the trade. Bitterness was expressed by RCA licensees
that, after having involved themselves in investments
in factories and raw materials, based upon their licenses
to engage in radio production, the licensor itself should
lead off in setting a low level to which all manufacturers would eventually be pulled down.
Retail leaders also felt that the new move marked the
end of a profitable price structure on which present channels of distribution could be continued. They saw the
$12.95 announcement as throwing overboard all the
recent efforts to win public appreciation of tone quality,
undertaken by radio manufacturers, dealers, broadcasters. engineers, and musical leaders.
As we go to press, there is considerable excitement
and a strong feeling in the radio industry, caused by the
announcement of the $12.95 set. But after this has
subsided, and the radio trade gets back to its workaday
selling Job, it is likely that there will still be a radio
business, despite the existence of this lower price level.
The public will still be dissatisfied with anything short of
good tone quality. Music lovers will still want fullrange reception when they listen to Stokowski or
Toscanini, Dollar watches have not killed the market
for fine timekeepers selling from $50 to $100.
And out of the turmoil of $12.95 radios, bringing to
new millions even "$12.95 broadcasting," it is inevitable
that thousands of new friends and customers for quality
reproduction and quality radio sets will he won.
Radio Retailing. April. 1933
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Seven busy executives dropped in to listen
Sell these seven,
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THE President makes a proclamation in person . .
A stirring debate in Congress is put on the air . . .
Hot news of a great city disaster comes across the
Continent . . . Hourly dispatches trace important policy
developments in Europe . . . Price changes in grain
markets and other staples are reported morning and
evening . . . Quotations of stocks and bonds are offered
at opening, noon and closing.
All day long a steady stream of vital information is
available to the business man via radio. Yet he shuts
himself off from this information, important to his hourby-hour decisions, unless he has an office set.
Of course he can rent a ticker service for $100 a
month. But even at such a price he will not hear the
spot news of the day, exactly as it happens. He will miss
the President's own ringing tones, the cross-currents of
debate on the floor of the House at Washington, the
personal touches that carry their own interpretation,
And in comparison with $1,200 a year to operate a ticker,
an office radio costs less than $5.
Look at the scene above, which actually took place in
an Eastern office during the critical opening day of the
Radio Retailing, April, 1933

Merchant!

new administration. One busy executive, who knows the
value of office radio, had reception facilities. Seven other
busy men left their own offices to listen-in. Each of
those other men is now sold on office radio and is a ready
prospect waiting for a radio salesman to come in, install
a set and collect his money.
So many important things are on the air all day long,
that no alert business man can afford to be out of touch
with radio for many hours at a time. He needs a radio
set in his car, as he drives to business or comes home at
the end of the day, to pick up late news and market
reports. But most of all he needs an office radio, always
ready to tap the day's events and the day's news,
No business man would think of being without a telephone. Yet his phone enables him to talk with only a
few individuals during the course of the day. His radio
set, on the other hand, connects him with the entire
countnp vitalizes events that are making history.
And these radio sets for the business man are ready—midgets, concealed book models, desk models, combination clocks-and-radios. All that is now needed is to get
the set into the business office.
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.Set prices in dude lubes, B-eiiminator. suppressors, etc., vnless otheriinae stated, ftatteru set prices are less batleries.
Trade
Type B-Power
Name
Model No. No. of Tubes
Supply
Circuit
List Price
Acme Mfg. Co., Miamisburg, Ob5o
Mo to-Mid get
....
5
Moto-Midget
....
6
]
Superhet.
American Television & Radio Co., ]9J6 University Ave.. St. Paul. Minn.
ATR Duo-Radio*
....
6
Built-in Elim.
* Can also be used on nc-dc in tbe homeAtwater Kent Mfg. Co., Philadelphia, Pa,
A-K
636
6
Dynamotor
Superhet.
A-K
756
6
Dynamotor
Superhet.
Andlola Radio Co., 430 S. Green St., Chicago, 111.
Audiola
S7
7
B-Ellm.
Superhet.
Audiola
S6
6
B-Elim,
Superhet,
Autoniatie Radio Mfg. Co. Inc., 112 Canal St.. Boston. Mass,
....
4
6
L^1J
Bclmont Radio Corp., 1257 Fullerton Ave., Chicago, III.
FreshmanWorking on an auto-radio — Information not available yet
Bel mom
It A. Rrooktnan Co., 1341 S. Broadway, Los Angeles, Calif.
Auto-Vox
66
5
Battery or Elim.
T.R.F.
$39.75*
Auto-Vos
75
6
Battery or Eliitu
Superhet.
47.75*
* Prices do not include batteries or eliminator. Eliminator is $6 extra.
Crosley Radio Corp., Cincinnati. Ohio
Crosley
98
5
Vibrator B-Elirn.
* Installed
Dumont Klectrlc Corp., 42 W. 17th St., New York City
Dubilier
603
6
Batteries
Kl Key Radio Mfg. Corp., 8408 S. Broadway, Los Angeles, Calif.
El Rey
A
6
Built-in B-EIim.
Superhet.
El Rey
B
4
B-Batteries
T.R.F.
E! Rey
C
5
Built-in B-Elim.
T-R.F.
Fada Radio & Electric Corp., Long Island City, N. Y.
Moto Set
8
Vibrator
Superhet.
Fischer-Smith, 1401 Station St., W, Englewood, N, J.
FS4
4
Batteries
■
FS6
6
Built-in B-Elim.
Franklin Radio Corp., 88 Vermont St., Dayton, Ohio
200
6
Vibrator B-EHm.
Freed Television & Radio Corp., 2217 4 let Ave.. Long Island City, N. Y.
Freed
A-6
6
Generator
$49.50
Superhet
Freed
A-7
4
J
$24. 50*
Supevhel
* Less eliminator.
t Provision for any standard type.
Calvin Mfg. Corp., 847 Harrison St., Chicago, III.
Motorola
53
5
Tubelesa B-Elim.
Superhet,
Motorola
77
7
Tubeless B-Elim.
Superhet.
General Electric Co., Bridgeport, Conn.
GE
B-40
4
Vibrator B-Elim.
Superhet..
Grig.sby-Griinow Co., 5801 Dickens Ave., Chicago, III.
Majestic
HO
6
Built-in B-Elim.
Superhet.
Gulbransen Co., 816 N. Kedzie Ave., Chicago. 111.
Gulbransen
V6Z2
6
Vibrator with tube
Superhet,
Gulbransen
U6W i
6
Tubeless Vibrator
Superhet.
Howard Radio Co., South Haven, Mich.
Working on auto-radio — Informal ion not available yet
J-M-P Mfg. Co- inc., Milwaukee, Wis.
Auto-Dial
....
5
Batteries
Auto-Dial
...,
3
Karadlo Corp., 2600 Delaware St., S. E.f Minneapolis. Minn.
Karadxo
52
5
Vibrator B-Elim.
Superhet.
Karadio
73
6
Vibrator B-Elim,
Superhet.
Karadio
214
6
Vibrator B-EHm.
Superhet.
Master Radio Products, 2416 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago, 111.
.i
E5
5
Rotary B-Elim.
Superhet,
E6
6
Rotary B-Elim.
Superhet.
Melburn Radio Mfg. Co., 2876 West 9th St., Los Angeles, Calif.
30
4
Batteries
* With Batteries
Mission Bell Radio Mfg. Co. Inc., 1455 Venice Boulevard, Los Angeles, Calif,
Mission Bell
10A
6
Built-in B-Elim.
Superhet.
Mission Bell
I9A
5
Built-in B-Eiim.
Superhet.
Miaeion Cell
I9B
5
Built-in B-Elim.
Superhet.
Moto-Meter Gauge & Equipment Corp., Toledo, Ohio
Motovox
I0E
5
Batteries
Moto-Tetradyue
Motovpx
10A
5
B-Elim.
M oto-Tetrady ne
Noblitt Sparks Industries, Inc., Columbus, Ind.
Arvin
20A
6
Vibrator B-Elim.
Superhet.
Aryin
30A
7
Vibrator B-Elim,
Superhet.
Pcrfectone, Inc., 2005 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago, 111.
Perfectone
44
4
Batteries
T.R.F.
Perfectone
44 R
4
Battery
T.R.FPerfectone
679B
6
Rotating B-Elim,
Superhet.
Pblleo Radio & Television Corp., Philadelphia. Pa.
Phiico
6
6
Vibrator B-EHm,
Superhet.
Phileo
9
6
Dynamotor
Superhet.
Phileo
12 (i? volt)
6
Dynamotor
Superhet.
Plerce-Airo Inc., 510 Sixth Ave., New York City
De Wald
52
6
B-EIim.
Superhet.
Da Wald
54_
5
Rat, or Elim.,
T.R.F,
Pines Wlntcrfront Co., 1135 N. Cioero Ave., Chicago, HI.
Pines
I
_ 6
Rotary Transf,
Superhet.
This set available for 4 types of mounting.
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Premier Electric Co., Grace & Ravens wood Ave., Chicago, IIL
6B
5
Battery
■
6E
5
Vibrator
RCA Victor Co. Inc., Camdeo, N. J.
RCA-Victor
M34
4
Vibrator B-Elim.
Boots Auto Radio Mfg. Co. Inc., 2900 South Parkway, Chicago. 111.
Roots
79
8
Vibrator B-Elim.
Roots
69
7
Vibrator B-Elim,
Roots
55
7
Vibrator B-Etim,
Sentinel Radio Corp., 9705 Cottage Grove Ave., Chicago. III.
Working on auto-radio — No ioformatiou available,yet
Sheldon Radio Co., 2631 W. Ave, 32. Los Angeles. Calif.
Sheldon
A8
8
Sheldon
SA5
5
..........
Simplex Radio Co., Sandusky, Ohio
Simplex
T
6
Vibrator B-EIiiu.
Sparfcs-Wlthlngton Co., Jackson, Mich.
Sparton
33
6
Vibrator B-Elim.
Stewart Radio & Television Co., 40 W. Milwaukee, Ave., Detroit, Midi.
Stewart
Companion
6
Stewart
Aristocrat
7
Transformer Corp. of America, 2309 S. Keeler Ave., Chicago. 111.
Clarion
....
7
Vibrator
Troplc-Aire, Inc., 60 Eleventh Ave., N. E.f Minneapolis, Minn.
Tropie-Aire
Senior
6
B Eliin,
Tropjc-Aire
Junior
6
B Eliin.
Tropic-Aire
Universal
6
B Kliru.
* Spark plug suppressors not included
United American Bosch Corp., Springfield, Mass.
American Bosch
100
7
B-Bliiu.
100
7
Battery
New model now in process — information not ready at present .
United Motors Service Inc., 3044 W. Grand Blvd., Detroit, Mich.
2035
6
Vibrator B-Eli in,
* Installed
Wells Gardner Co., 816 N. Kedwe Ave., Chicago. HI.
Wells-Gardner
T6W
6
Vibrator
Wells-Gardner
Z6Z
6
Vibrator
Zenith Radio Corp., 3620 Iron St., Chicago, lil.
Zenith
460
7
Built-in B-Elitn.

SuperhetSuperhet.
Superhet.
Super M etron
Super M etron
Superhet.
Superhet.
Superhet.
Superhet.
Superhet.

*

Superhet.
Superhet,
Superhet.
Superhet.
Superhet.
Superhet.

$74.95*
59.50*
44.00*

Superhet.
Superhet,
Superhet,
Superhet.
Superhet.
Superhet.

B- Elimin ators
Battery Drain
Rectifier
Output
(Amps)
Advance Elec. Co, Inc., 1260 W. Second St., Los Angeles, Calif. (Falek)
Vibrator
Merc. Vapor
Carter Gcncmotor Corp., 361 W. Superior St., Chicago, 111. (Carter)
4680A
Rotating
(.8
180 v.,
4Jx6|x6i
1135
Rotating
L?
135 v.,
4ix6x6|
Electronic Laboratories, Inc., 122 West New York St., Indianapolis, Ind.
331
Vibrator
84 (624)
2.3
180 v., 35 ma,
71x6x21
$17.00*
33IH
Vibrator
84(6Z4)
3.2
200 v.. 50 ma.
71x6x2)
17.00*
333
Vibrator
l-V
1.5
120 v., 50 ma.
6x5ix2i
* Kit, $ 14
Emerson Electric Mfg. Co. Inc., 2012 Washington Ave., St. Louis, Mo. (JEmerso/i)
DM4AE
Dynamotor
2
180 v., 40 unit.
7|x4Jx6i
Janette Mfg. Co., 553 W. Monroe St., Chicago, 111.
OU40
Rotating
2.6
180 v., 40 ma.
CU40
Rotating
2^4
135 v., 40 ma.
Karadlo Corp., 2600 Delaware St., S. E., Minneapolis, Minn. (JVo Bee)
Vibrator
Tubeless
IJ
180 v.
SJxSlxSJ
$16.50
Vibrator
84
2
189 v.. 40 ma,
5ix5)x5)
16.50
Kato Engineering Co., Mankato, Minn. (Kalo)
A 68
Vibrating
84
1.7
184 v.
Mallory, P. R. & Co. Inc., Indianapolis, Ind. (Blkon)
10
Vibrator
*Self
2.1
200 v., 43 ma.
2|x6|x7i
$17.50
*No lube required. (Four other models with output range of from 200 v. S8 ma. to 300 v. S3 ma. Price same)
Motor Car Devices Co., 1455 Venice Blvd., Los Angeles. Calif.
D
Vibrator
ICR I
1J
180 v.
Oak Mfg. Co., 711 W. Lake St., Chicago, 111.
180
Vibrator
98, 84 or 6Z4
2.3
160 v., 40 ma.
Pines Wlnterfront Co. Inc., 1135 N. Cicero Ave., Chicago, Hi. (Pines)
7339
Rotary Transf.
2.6
135 v., 30 ma.
(Also nine other models 135 v, SO ma. to B30 v. 40 ma. Prices $Si,05 — $37.)
Pioneer Gen-E-Motor Corp., 2251 Lawrence Ave., Chicago, 111. (Gen-E-Motor)
BIJS*
Rotary
1.4
135 v., 30 ma.
4Jx6)x61
$20.50
• Seven other models with output ranging from 135 ». 30 ma. to S00 v. 40 ma. Prices $ 30.50 to S3'i. Also ueiv mode ;
3iK5lx5i. With tap. HO.i-).
Premier Electric Co., 1800 Grace St., Chicago, ill. (Premier)
180B
Vibrator
84
2.0
180 v., 35 ma.
Utah Radio Products Co., 812 Orleans St., Chicago, 111. ( Utah)
*
Vibrator
84
2.3
180 v., 40 ma.
6ix7ix2|
*
Tubeless
1.9
* Have 12 different models
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If

You

Sell Refrigerators Read

Review

of

1933

WHEN General Motors announces no-draft
ventilation in its new cars or when Chrysler
talks about "floating power" everybody selling
automobiles must be prepared to discuss these features,
pro or con. Now that the new household electric
refrigerators for the spring and summer of 1933 have
made their bow, there's a similar need for a review of
their features. So that radio distributors, dealers-and
salesmen may quickly get a picture of the new refrigerators and the probable talking points this season. Radio
Retailing analyzed the specifications of 28 different
makes.
In general the most noticeable feature of the new
refrigerators is their added beauty this year—their
STYLE. Also important are the many accessories,
refinements and extra conveniences that are present on
the 1933 models. Boxes of minimum size selling to the
consumer at $95, $96, $99.50, $112, $114.50 and $120 are
now added to the models of the leading manufacturers.
Guarantees on units are chiefly for one year, although
Servel guarantees some of its units for two years. Majestic, Montgomery-Ward, O'Keefe & Merritt, StewartWarner and Challenger guarantee some of their units
for three years. General Electric, on two of its lines,
lias a four-year guarantee. Cabinets arc generally guaranteed for but one year. Challenger, Montgomery and
O'Keefe & Merritt grant a three-year term on most of
their boxes.
Mechanical changes include a tendency toward the
smaller-sized, compact unit, permitting easier replacement and greater food-storage space in the same size
cabinet employed in prior years.
Getting down to details here are the high spots, item
by item:
Cabinet Appearance
Practically all 1933 cabinets
have been re-styled. The handwriting is on the wall for
the severely plain box having sharp corners and edges.
Rounded corners and edges are on the increase. Most
apparent shifts from customary cabinets are the Copeland and Norge. Other makers have been more conservative but all appreciate the value of greater eye
value.
Legs and Bases
First rebellion from the usual
refrigerator cabinet legs is led by the Copeland modernistic tier-effect supports, also the archway base introduced by Norge and available in either black or white
porcelain. All other makers this year stick to conven-

Tim

Features

tional legs. Broora-htgh cabinet legs are so universally
used as to make them almost obsolete as talking points.
"But how high is a broom?" a wag asks.
Cabinet Tops
Since Genera! Electric introduced
its flat-top Junior Model last semester, all manufacturers
this year can point to flat tops, table tops or buffet tops
on at least some of their 1933 models. General Electric,
of course, retains its famous Monitor Top on two of its
lines. Williams Ice-O-Matic offers its dome-like unit
either on top of the box or hidden inside.
Cabinet Hardware
It's going to be a threecornered fight on refrigerator cabinet hardware this
year. In the one corner "concealed hardware," in the
other corner "semi-concealed hardware" and in the third
corner "hinges and latches that don't care who see
them." The concealed and semi-concealed hardware
people together outnumber the refrigerator makers
whose 1933 cabinet hardware is entirely visible. Mayflower has Colonial-inspired hinges and locks. Copeland
1ms gone frankly modernistic on us and Williams uses
a piano hinge—these are the chief non-conformists.
Door Openers
This 3'ear manufacturers have
tried to make it easy for the housewife to open the
refrigerator door. More boxes have easy-opening latches
than those without. Norge and Sparton are representatives of the school that says, "Push or pull our latch with
any part of your body and presto! the door opens."
Speaking of "presto," 1933 sees the number of
refrigerator models with foot-actuated door greatly increased. Leonard has its "Len-A-Dor"; Gibson its
"Pres-Toe-Dor"; Mayflower has a "foot control selflocking door catch" and General Electric, on its deluxe models, has a new foot-pedal door opener. These
foot-operated door openers are not to be found on all of
these manufacturers' models, generally not on the
cheaper ones.
Dodrs
Refrigerators this year boast not merely
the manufacturers' name on a little plate but usually a
crest or coat of arms, probably a swipe from the auto
industry. Panels in relief also decorate some doors, as
in the case of Gibson and Frigklaire. Two manufacturers, Gibson and Grunow, differ from their competitors by having doors flush with the front of the cabinet.
Arched doors are featured by Apex and others. Crosley deserves a special bouquet for its "Shelvador"-—a
series of shallow shelves, equipped with guard rails,
fastened on the inside of the door.
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Mechanism
There is a marked movement toward
compact, light-weight and easily replaceable mechanism.
Copeland, Frigidaire and Sparton join in a trio, "Only
three moving parts." Obviously engineers are working
hard to evolve smaller, lighter, simpler, unit-type refrigerator mechanism that will not only lessen and facilitate
service but which will allow more of the cabinet space to
be used for food storage. Frigidaire strikes a new note
in operation economy when, due to the new mechanism
in its Standard line having a 1/20 h.p. motor, it offers
"an electric refrigerator that uses no more current than
an ordinary light bulb."
Location of Mechanism
To the two older schools
of mechanism placement—"unit-on-top" and "unit-inthe-bottom" comes a third—the Copeland school of "unit
inside." Here the cooling chamber and the mechanism
are wedded and placed in the cabinet through an opening
in the back of the box. Factories with their units in
the bottom exceed in numbers those who place the unit
on top. Frigidaire departs from convention in its new
Standard models by placing the condenser at the back
of the cabinet.
Refrigerant
The "Carrene" in Bill Grunow's refrigerator, the new non-toxic low-pressure refrigerant
used in Frigidaire's Standard model and the new refrigerant in GE's de luxe box are probably the chief
innovations in refrigerants this year, the other makers
sticking to older, more conventional chemicals.
Insulation
Last year Frigidaire gave us "Stataflex" insulation. This year Kelvinator presents "Kelvatex" insulation. Majestic offers for our approval its
"Isolator Wall" construction, an insulation aid, and the
G-E Junior incorporates "Thermocraft" insulation.
Defrosting
Automatic defrosting and easy defrosting are features of the new 1933 refrigerators,
many c)f which maintain a safe low temperature while
operating on the defrosting cycle and then automatically
turn on full-force after the defrosting job is done.
Copeland, Frigidaire, General Electric, Gibson, Kelvinator, Leonard and Majestic are some of the manufacturers who offer these defrosting developments this year.
The Potter refrigerators, on the other hand, employ a
non-frosting coil in the food compartment.
Controls
This year sees more of the refrigerator
models with controls mounted inside than outside. There
is also evident a disposition to group the controls and
mount them on one instrument panel, possibly due to
Radio's influence.
Lighted Interiors
Electric lights in food compartments, automatically controlled by the opening and shutting of the door, are almost universally the vogue on the
new refrigerators, especially on the models outside the
lowest price class.
Cooling Unit or Compartment
Getting away more
and more from the unsightly in the interior of the
refrigerator, more manufacturers are featuring partialporcelain or all-porcelain cooling units and ice-tray chambers. General Electric differs from Kelvinator, Leonard.
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Copeland, Grunow, Mayflower and Westinghouse in this
move by using a stainless steel freezing chamber.
Doors on Ice Chambers
To prevent food odors
from being frozen into the ice cubes for Papa's highball, many refrigerator makers this year put a door over
the freezing chamber, these doors being porcelain or
chromium finished. Mother, too, will be pleased.
Shelves
Folks get a break this year on refrigerator shelves. Factory designers realize that greater
flexibility is needed by the housewife. Hence Frigidaire
and GE features in some of their boxes adjustable shelves,
much as the shelves in bookcases. Sliding shelves that
permit easy loading and unloading are featured by Apex,
General Electric, Gibson, Kelvinator, Leonard, Merchant
& Evans, Servel, Sparton, Westinghouse and some
others. Telescoping shelves that take care of gawky
milk, ginger ale, and beer bottles are found on over half
a dozen 1933 models. Shelf supports have been improved, both in the rubber and porcelain mounts.
Dairy Baskets and Hydrafors
Stronger grows
the disposition to place separately in dairy baskets eggs
and other products. Here again about half a dozen
manufacturers are using this accessory in 1933. Not
content^ with one "hydrator" for fruits and vegetables,
Frigidaire on its de luxe boxes gives the housewife two.
Other Features
Refrigerator designers wouldn't
hold their jobs if they all turned out the same standardized products. So-o-oh—we see some special features
on practically all 3933 lines. Copeland has its small compressor unit and its novel base. Crosley has its unique
"Shelvador." Frigidaire has its low-current-consuming
motor of 1/20 h.p., its 25 lb. unit, its automatic icetray release and special features in the trays themselves.
General Electric has its famous Monitor Top. Gibson
has a lock on the door to stop the kiddies from eating the
family out of house and home. Grunow has the Carrene
refrigerant, Kelvinator has four temperature zones in
one box. Majestic is "Electro-sealed" and has "Isolator
Wall" construction. Norge has its "Rollator" and the
new arched base. Potter has a separate compartment and
door for ice cubes. Westinghouse is "Dual Automatic."
Williams' Ice-O-Matic has piano hinges. And so on.
Before the spring selling season gets under way, those
refrigerator producers who have not yet unveiled their
new products will undoubtedly contribute many new sales
appeals and eye-dazzlers.
At the time this summary is written, scant information
is available from some manufacturers and no details on
their 1933 lines from other manufacturers. Even were
the entire galaxy of 1933 household electric refrigerators
available for inspection, they would be so crowded with
features that the reviewer's task would not be easy.
This much, however, can safely be said: The new
lines represent the greatest advance in design ever registered from one year to another; they give the public
more and better value than ever before. Certainly
electric refrigeration deserves the best sales promotion
that radio dealers and distributors can give it.
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WASHINGTON is leading the rest of the country
in auto radio sales. One reason is that this city,
supported by the Federal government's payroll, has not
been so hard hit by the depression. The other reason
is James H. Simon, Motorola distributor. Simon started
in June, 1931, by offering installation service on all makes
to dealers, relieving them of the 90-day free service
obligation. Since then he has installed 3,200 auto radios.
With letter endorsements by the local distributors of
Philco, Crosley, Majestic. Bosch and other makes,
Simon's shop became installation headquarters for downtown stores. All of them wanted to sell auto radios but
few of them were equipped to handle installation and
service, which then required a garage, a technician, an
installer and an upholsterer.
Today Simon has 75 dealer service accounts and installs all their new sets for $5, or $7.50 including plate
aerial and $10 including top aerial—-three months' free
service included. He still has plenty of competition on
this installation business but last July he stepped out in
front with a new idea which proved to be what the
dealers had been waiting for. Having to pay installation cost out of their customary discount gripes dealers.

of

A-R

They like to know exactly what they are making. Simon's
discount, therefore, included the set installed in the customer's car. Within eight months his sales had tripled
those of the former distributor.
To win over skeptical department store buyers to
auto-radio he installed sets in their own cars at cost. He
has boosted sales by other clever merchandising stunts
until price-cutting by competitors has become an adverliscmcnt for him.
But the foundation on which Simon's business is built
is fine mechanical work. His shop, just ouisido the congested downtown area, employs a regular staff of six
factory-trained men. Thirty-five sets recently were installed in one day. Time per installation now averages
45 minutes, including elimination of motor noise.
Simon is confident that the present saturation of 5 per
cent of the automobiles in the District of Columbia can
lie raised to 70 per cent. He is not particularly worried
by the prospect that automobiles may be equipped with
radio at the factory. The servicing business will be
enormous and, incidentally, is much more desirable than
the servicing of house sets because it is drive-in business
performed within easy reach of the work bench.
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Since June, 1931, Simon has installed 3,200 radio sets in automobiles. Present day sets have
been so simplified that it is not unusual for one mechanic to install as many as ten in one day
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Spotlighting
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{March)
BOSTON

Jordan-Marsh cut loose on St. Patrick's Day with
Majestic Pirate Chests at $9.95, drove some of the
snakes out of the depression by moving the entire first
shipment and howling for more . . . World took a flyer
in Crosley superhet midgets (model ?) at $14.99, urged
buyers to kick in "before inflation drives prices up" . . .
Gilchrist bragged about a $69.95 list, Bosch 8-tuber, for
$39.95, pushed a mighty but unknown peewee at $9.95,
gave Roosevelt a friendly vote of confidence in passing
. . . Davis Hardware offered "Jellope" table models for
$8.65, popular replacement tube types at a quarter, 60day guarantee included.
CHICAGO
The Boston Store threw a "limited number" sale on one
of Philco's early X models, cutting from $80 to $59,
accepting receipt vouchers from Cook County and City
Corporate employees to tide over "no pay" days . . .
Wiebolt's generously offered a $20 old set allowance
against the purchase of $69.50 six-legged Philco . . .
Tyon & Healy ran several "class" ads on RCA-Victor,
Stromberg, Howard and Capehart sets ("Radios as
Modern as Tomorrow") . . . Walgreen Drug dumped
Aristocrat tubes at 43c. to 83c. . . . Eveready-Raytheon
gave local sheets a slice of its co-op copy on four-pillar
superiority.
CLEVELAND
Wurlitzer splashed $36 consoles bearing the famous
brand all over the Press' program page early in the
month, changed the tune to fourteen bucks later . . .
Buescher's put its entire 1933 stock of radios under the
hammer ("No reasonable cash offer refused") . . .
Atlas-assembled Majestic SSI's went for $13.95, Pirate
Chests for $9.95, Stewart-Warner converters for $6.95
. . . The May Company tried Philco's 71X at $59.50,
SOB at $14.75 and 71L at $39.95 . . . May & Company's
exchange store ran this cryptic line in a rummage sale
ad, "Electric Radios, $6.75" . . . Kresge ballyhooed
RCA 01 As, 27s and 45s at 39c. . . . Eveready-Raytheon
broke several of its co-op columns.
NEW YORK
Metropolitan department stores helped keep the presses
running with a healthy volume of copy . . . Gimbel's
featured Stewart-Warner "books" at $26.50, wound up
the month *with fireworks on a 10-tube super of unknown origin at $29.95 . . . McCreery's joined in the
Stewart-Warner chorus , . . Wanamaker presented the
Radi# Retailing, April, 1933

J.W.5S universal model with a flourish at $20 . . . Macy,
not to be outdone, boosted a "Cameo" at $21.89 . . .
Ludwig Baumann celebrated its 75th anniversary with
a $25 six-legged console, a universal ("Sorry LudwigBaumann can't mention the name in print") at $10.94
. . . Davega's ads ran the gamut from quality to mediocrity, Stromberg quality appeal, Emerson universals at
$17.95 and $25, Majestic Pirate Chests at $9,44, Westinghouse Columaires at $49.95, midget leader straight,
from a local loft, at $8.44, and Victor tubes at 29c. . . .
Vim upheld the honor of Cortlandt Street by splurging
on G.E.'s grandfather clock of none too recent vintage at
$59 . . . Nussbaunfs vied for downtown space honors by
broadcasting a 17c. price on RCA (licensed) tubes . . .
Cunningham and RCA gave their dealers a hand with a
number of the intriguing radio star "minute biography" ads.
KANSAS CITY
Jenkins Music gave Stromberg's new models a send-off.
praised quality to the sky . . , Mace-Ryer resurrected the
venerable dollar-sale idea, offering Philco's 71X ($80)
and the Junior ($18.75) together for $81 . . . Davidson's
did a little plain and fancy copy-writing on a $27.50
Philco superhet highboy.
MINNEAPOLIS
The Leader store pulled a new one, ran a combination
Marvin tube and jig-saw puzzle sale, 27 or 45 plus
puzzle for 29c., OlA's, 26's, 71 A's and 80's, at 49c. . . .
Walgreen Drug fished Aristocrat bottles out of the hat,
43c. to 83c., solociting trade-ins as bait.
NEW ORLEANS
Walther gave the Philco Lazy-X 14 and 19 a play at
full list, induced Jessie DeBoth to demonstrate the sets
at the Times-Picayune cooking school.
ST. LOUIS
Famous-Barr rode Zenith 103s at $54.50 to a fair
month's business . . . Union-May-Stern retaliated with
Philco 71X at $59.50 , , . Scruggs-Vandervoort-Barney
pinned its hopes on newly-minted Freshman 10-tubers
at $39.50 . . . Star Square tacked a $12.95 midget and
RCA-Cunningham tubes to its automotive supply column . . . Walgreen Drug slapped the usual half-price
ad on Aristocrat tubes in with Palmolive, BromoQuinine and Pebeco copy . . . Wurlitzer unloaded used
stuff at $9.85 and up through the want-ad section . , .
Eveready-Raytheon ran a co-op.
SUMMARY
Price practically monopolized the spotlight . . . AC-DC
peewees continued to bowl 'cm into the aisles . . . the
palm for best "sell-up" effort of the month divides
between I,yon & Healy of Chi, Walther Brothers of
New Orleans and Jenkins Music of K.C. . . . booby
prize award for give-away tactics too split up to permit
winner's (plural) mention . . . manufacturer co-op
leaders: Eveready-Raytheon, RCA-Cunningham, Stromberg . . . most conspicuous set: Philco.
W. MacD.
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Store—Service Specialist Records
By WiUiam P. Sounders
Gimbel Brothers, Philadelphia department store, has
used a coupon book for complete control of service routine since 1929, with excellent effect. The result has
been the holding down of costs. Fully 85 per cent of
the store's sales are made on the time-payment plan.
Hie routine operation of the coupon system provides
for mailing the book together with a form letter to customers on the day the credit department approves the
account. Deliveries are ordinarily made the following
day and the coupon book is mailed to arrive before the
set. Coincident with the mailing of the coupon hook and
form letter we insert an indexed envelope in our service
files. All supplemental complaints, coupons, etc., etc..
are filed in the envelope under the customer's name. The
serial numbered coupons with identifying letter sequence
gives a clear indication of whether a customer has demanded abnormal service. If, within ninety days, more
than two coupons are. used, a special investigation is
automatically made as a matter of routine.
Outside service work is done on a contract basis and
this routine provides an excellent check on the general
conduct of the servicing organization doing our work.
The service specialist's bills are rendered in such a manner as to indicate the coupon number, date of previous
complaint and so forth. The coupon number and letter is reconciled to the invoice for charges.
The prevailing decline of set prices has been such that
Gimbel has not been able to supply coupon books in all
cases without charge. On $29 and $39 promotional sets
a charge of two dollars is made. In the concern's profit
accounting system this charge represents about six per
cent of the prevailing promotional prices and goes toward
"prepaying" the burden of the extra service costs incident to the department store sale of sets. On catalog list
price receivers, in direct competition with other stores,
the service book is supplied free of charge.
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Well Displayed Ij Dalf Sold
A 70 per cent increase in replacement parts sales is attributed by Lake Vietv Radio to this excellent display
mounted in the store zvindow. A duplicate board is now
being made up to keep on the floor

Radiation Shows Dp Cheap Sets
By Morris Chcrnoiv
Many of the cheap supers now on the market radiate
and prospects can often be sold better models if the salesman proves that the cheap set can annoy the neighbors.
I use a simple radiation indicator consisting of a 0-1
mil. meter in series with a coil and variable condenser
circuit which can be tuned to resonance with the broadcast band. Connect the instrument in series with the
antenna lead of the radiating set, or couple it tightly to
the antenna without making direct connection, and show
your prospect how the meter hops when the set is tuned.

"N o-Pay-On-Call~Rack
SERVICE COUPON
Plea?* s*gn and lender flu's coupon lo sendee
i as a reccipl for his work.
The radio ftdjustmcnr requested by
Wn adjusted to my entire satUfaCttCfU.
dchnlwt report i

And a detailed report of the trouble
and remedial measures gives the
manager a chance
to check work
against bills
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Kiwi of
Tryobfc:.
^ Mow Adjwtf 1,

The customer's siy~
nanire on this side
assures the store
that the repairman
has not merely
"talked" a set into
shape

SERVKE MAN'S REPORT
: . . b.

Sells Good Tubes
By E. W. I.eroy
We have been selling about 5,000 tubes a year for
the past three years. We have been able to do this by,
first, selecting the brand of tube that seemed to be the
best and putting most of our effort on it.
Servicemen are encouraged to sell this brand in preference to all others by a "no-pay-on-call-back" plan. If
they have to call back within sixty days after putting in
a tube, because of tube trouble, they are not paid for the
initial call. Naturally, they push the best tubes we have.
The result has been no call-backs for the last three
months.
We also post a permanent offer to pay any person who
buys one of these tubes $10 If he can prove that he has
another brand that is better, that will last longer. So
far there have been no "takers."
Radio Retailing. April. I')33
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Servicemen

Swap Sets for Advertising
By Charles R. Buckley
I secured $100 worth of advertising in my local newspapers last year by swapping radios for space.
This is the way it is done: Most set manufacturers
give dealers a 50-50 advertising allowance. And the
trade discount on sets I sell is almost 50 per cent. I went
to an editor in town and offered him a radio for his summer camp in exchange for space. He not only accepted
the proposition but told the editor of a competitive paper,
who approached me to duplicate the deal.
The same stunt works well with electrical appliances,
too. The plan works out to everybody's advantage.
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/IflAFU STREer ^ SQtmR£: WlWCHENOOfV MASS,
MAI
Td? phone 'XM-W'
They Vaid Their Own Way

Madison People
This Ad

PROTEST

Stopped 'Em
Here's a service ad
thai clicked for the
Madison Radio
Shop ....
and no wonder. It
h a s originality,
Pep. And it plays
up the company's
interest in rcpahwork

fli

"Minnie < \
SoSs
HaHaHa'^jL
Screeching
Over WOW! '
-JBL
We Answer Protest
Against "Minnie"
Mlrtpkv Ha Hit Ba nidirs fi\tt WOT* pvery bIkUI in. n
ntfrMlRtc hjilahy prfsenJatf-m -ciiaol to c&aat nh
TttHsl bo Mtypprt! (tar
M>'M ttta* her
Tike wo ifx op o.lhef ocJeslraMr
Just Phone 6. 2444
MADISON RADIO SHOP
1805 Monroe St;

A 103 per cent increase in sales; 50 per cent increase in
customers is reported by Charles E. Bclletete, serviceman, following distribution of penny-postcards sneh as
these. Truthful diagnosis of trouble
resulted in profitable jobs

Paper Triangles K.eep Panels Clean
By C. R. Campbell
Floor sets have a nasty habit of becoming smeared up
because of constant tuning. The panels become unsightly
with fingerprints, injuring the impression made on
prospects.
Cut a piece of heavy paper, or light cardboard, to a
triangular shape, remove the knobs from the receiver and
insert the triangle under them. Triangles can be replaced when they get dirty and it will not be necessary
to refinish panels before selling your demonstrators.
I have found that the triangles do not hurt the eyevalue of a set display, in fact add to it. Their unique
appearance, especially when seen from a distance, attracts
attention, many people walking over to the sets just to
see what the queer-looking panels are all about.

Detective Agencies Ekcp Amplifiers
By Robert H. Lebfeldt
Some time ago we had the opportunity of listening
in on a microphone pickup circuit used by a local detective agency in its work of tapping conversations. It was
pretty bad.
We offered to build a new pickup device on radio principles which would be more sensitive and more easily
understood. The agency, though skeptical, told us to go
ahead at our own risk. A two stage, resistance-coupled
amplifier using type 30 tubes, potentiometer control of
volume through variation of input to the second stage,
one 22^ and one 1^ volt battery and a lapel mike was
quickly constructed and gave such improved performance
that the agency instantly bought.
They paid only half as much for our instrument as
for their old device and we made a handsome profit.
Radio Retailing, April, 1933

IYour life may depend on this piece of paper—clip it out
now — paste it in on the cover of your phone book— I
fpoiice
3-1119!
J. P. KENNEDY RADIO SERVICE |
B,
418 West LaSalle Avenue
8-2414 ,
[fire oept

-

3-2119

It Attracted Attention
On his toes as usual, contributor }. P. Kennedy noticed
that the telephone company had neglected to print emergency numbers on the cover of South Bend's new phone
book. So he ran this ad weekly, for a month,
in a local paper
31
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ELMER T. GUNNINl&HAM NOW
PRESIDENT RCA VICTOR CO.
"Step Toward Consolidation with RCA Radiation"—David Sarnoff
MvDonough Elected Executive Vice President of Radio Corporation
Elmer T. Cunningham, president of
RCA Radiotron Corporation, Inc., was, on
March 17, elected also to the presidency
of the RCA Victor Corporation, Camden,
X. J. He succeeds J. R. McDonough,
who formely held that position,
"It is a step toward the consolidation of
two of the Radio Corporation of America's
wholly-owned subsidiaries," states David
Sarnoff.
The RCA Victor and RCA Radiotron
companies are engaged in radio research,
engineering, manufacturing and sales activities. the former in the field of radio
broadcast receiving instruments, phonographs and other radio eqiiipmcnt. and the
latter in the radio tube field.
At a meeting of the hoard of directors
of the Radio Corporation of America, held
on the same date. J. H. McDonough, assistant to the president of the company,
was elected Executive Vice-President of
the Radio Corporation of America. Both
of these appointments became effective
April first.

or which cannot be built into a low price
radio so prevalent on the present day
market."
Radio Retailing wishes to announce that
it will continue, during April and May,
Its series of popular science programs—
over National and Columbia chain hookups—under the auspices of Editor O. IT.
Caldweil. The purpose of this campaign
is to induce listeners to call upon their
local radio dealers for frequent set and installation inspections and to educate them
to the wisdom of owning a set of recognized quality.

for over 24 years and assumes his new
office with a most complete knowledge
of all matters pertaining to the company's activities.
Extensive changes in policy in the
manufacture and distribution of records
and plans for enlarging the scope of
operations of the Columbia Company
arc contemplated.

Prices on Six Tubes are
Reduced
Arcturus, RCA Radiotron and E. T.
Cunningham, Inc.. announce reductions in
the list prices of six tube types of approximatdy 17 per cent. The old and new
schedules are as follows:
Type
Old Price
Nezv Price
01A
$0.80
$0.70
26
.85.
.75

COLUMBIA ELECTS
)

Elmer T.
Cl'XNINOHAM
/'resident of RCARadiotron zvho recently was elected
also to the presidency of the RCAI'ietnr Co. Inc.

Dealers Endorse Editor
Culdweir s Broadcasts
From Akron, Ohio, an appreciative radio
dealer writes as follows; "Allow me to
commend you for this (January 26th j
WEAF Better Radio Reception Period) :
program. It was a well presented effort
to help raise the radio to a higher level
on which it justly belongs.
"As a radio dealer for the past nine
years this was the first program the writer
ever listened in on in which a real reason
was given the listening public for the purchase of new and better radio receivers.
In this day of radio receivers selling from
nothing up, very little is being done or said
over the radio broadcasting systems which
would justify a person of even thinking
that there is something desirable in a radio
which was not built into the old type radios

NEW OFFICERS

Adelnian, Sales Manager for Atlas
At a recently held special meeting of
Leon Adelman, formerly sales manager
the board of directors of the Columbia for Flectheini & Co., is now sales manager
Phonograph Company the following ofthe Atlas Resistor Co., 423 Broorae St..
ficers were elected: president, John F. of
York City, manufacturers of wire
Ditzell; vice-president, Le Roi J. Wil- New
liams; secretary and treasurer, M. D, wound resistors for replacement parts.
Harrison. Resignations of Herman E.
Ward and A. E. Garmaize, president and
"THE RADIO ENGINEERING
export manager respectively, were reHANDBOOK," by twenty-two authors,
ceived and accepted.
Mr, Ditzell announced the appoint- edited by Keith Henney; McGraw-Hill
ment of E. P>. Shiddell as general man- Book Co.. Inc., New York, 1933; 583
ager. Mr. Shiddell has been connected -f- X pages; 489 figures, with many
with Columbia Phonograph Company charts, tables and bibliographies.
Alabama's Governor Listens to the President's Address

Hats off to the Mathews Refrigerating Company! This progressive distributor
for CLARION saw to it that the Hon. B, M, Miller, Governor of Alabama, _heardi
the President's message to Congress. Just another illustration of the "business"
market possibilities for radio. See page 23.
This "sale," yes, real money actually changed hands, was the direct result
of an advertisement, placed by J. G. Mathews, in a Montgomery newspaper
the day preceding the inaugural.
Radio Retailing, April, 1933

MAJESTIC CE ARS

RMA CONVENTION WILL BE HELD

FOR GREATER

AT CHICAGO, JUNE 6

SILES

The ninth annual convention of the Radio Manufacturers Association, including meetings of its divisions, committees and board of directors, will be held
at Chicago, June 6, according to arrangements made by the Association's board
at its meeting in New York March 21. Tentative reservations for the annual
industry gathering, but without the usual trade show this year, have been made
at the. Stevens Hotel.
Business and industry promotion will be
the keynote of the convention. Construetw
Ynrle Rndin SfcmiJ
/Ve
tive projects for the industry will be pre^ 1 orti
~":OW
sented at the business sessions. The AssoSeptember 22-30
ciation will not encourage radio exhibits
this vear.
At a meeting on March 16, between the
The convention will be held during the officers of the Electrical Association of
opening week of the Century of Progress New \ork and officials of Madison Square
Exposition and coincident with meetings Garden, it was decided to hold the annual
of the. National Association of Music Mer- Electrical and Radio Exposition at the
chants, also at the Stevens Hotel, and of Garden, September 22-30. This affair will
the Edison Electric Institute.
be held under the sponsorship of the ElecPreccding the convention will be meet- trical Association^ and will be produced and
ings of the Association's Receiving Set managed by Madison Square Garden's ExDivision, A. T. Murray chairman; of the position Department.
Tube Division, headed by S. W. Muldowny;
In addition to the regular display booths
of the Parts and Accessory Division of for manufacturers and their representatives
which Leslie F. Muter is chairman and of the show will feature the. newest and most
the Amplifier and Sound Equipment Divi- modern developmnts in the entire electrision under Chairman Richard A. O'Con- cal world, In the radio field, short wave
nor. These divisions will elect their pro- and broadcasting will be featured,
portion of directors to compose the new
Board for the year 1933-34. President
j\jeiv parts Standards
Fred D. Williams will preside at the annual
...
convention
Progress is being made on the development of new commercial standards for parts
and accessories. Through Leslie F, Muter,
Chicago, chairman of the RMA Parts DiviI.R.S.M. Plans N. Y. Show
sion, and Floyd C- Best, Standards ComThe success of the instil tile of Radio
mittee. chairman, parts manufacturers are
contributing proposals and data to develop
Service Men's January convenlion and
new and simplified commercial standards
exhibit in Chicago, has induced this
and thus effect substantial savings tor reorganization to plan another, ll zvill
ceiving set manufacturers as well as
be held in the Hotel Pennsylvania,
makers of parts.
Nczv York, sometime in October.

LeRoi Williams Succeeds Don
Compton as General Manager
Personnel changes which, according
to President B. J. Grigsby, should exert
a constructive influence on every branch
of the company's activity, have just
been announced by Grigsby-Grunow.
These announcements were made at the
close of a week-long meeting of factory
field man held at the Edgewater Beach
Hotel in Chicago, March 6-11.

EeRoi
Williams
it'ho assumes the
positions of executive vice-president
and general manager oj Majestic

Most important is the appointment of
Le Koi J. Williams as executive vicepresident and general manager, succeeding D. M. Compton, resigned.. Also the
appointment of M. E. Paradise as general works manager succeeding R. C.
Rolfing, and the enlargement of the
duties of Dr. C. M. Blackburn to include all radio engineering as well as
tube engineering.
When asked the underlying reason
for the change in executive control, Mr,
Grigsby stated that it was due to a
feeling of the board of directors that it
would result in a further coordination
of activities, greater harmony within the
organization and a closer relationship
with its distributors and dealers.
Following Mr, Grigsby's introduction
at the meeting of field men, Mr. Williams outlined some of the results he
will attempt to accomplish. He spoke
optimistically of the. company's splendid
financial position and of the value which
will now be derived from a wholly unified and concerted effort by all departments of the company which have in
the past been in a position of near competition, one with the other.
March 15—At the annual stockholder's meeting held today, Le Roi J.
Williams was elected as a director of
this corporation.
The board membership is now as follows: B. J. Grigsby, Le Roi J. Williams, J. R. Cardwell, A, F. Mecklenburger, Sheldon Clark, C. L. Schmidt
and N. C. Mather.
Wisconsin U. Offers Radio Course
The University of Wisconsin announces
that, April 10, 11, and 12, it will offer day
and evening sessions for a short course in
new circuits, tubes, testing equipment, etc.
This course will be given at the University
Extension Center, 623 West State St., Milwaukee, Wis. Details may be obtained
by writing to Sam Snead, at the above
address.
Radio Retailing, April, 1933

Majestic Field Men Take Sales Course

For a full week, starting with Monday, March 0, the Grigsby-Grunow Go. conducted a sales-school and general conference of all factory field men. This affair
was held at the Edgewater Beach Hotel, Chicago, and addressed by prominent
executives and department heads.
First line "offensives," left to right: Earl E. Hadley, advertising manager;
Harry Alter, ass't general sales manager; M. E. Paridise, production manager ;
John'Ditzell, general sales manager; Charles Klopp, field sales manager and
Ray Erlandson, auto radio sales manager.

Tell Them by Sign
as Well as Sound

Although on-the-job auto-radio dealers operate o set in their own car and
play it take never there is a chance of attracting prospects, it is not always an
easy matter to locate the source of this radio music. One retailer, Jack
Markwcll, Chicago, places the loud speaker on the running board—see feature
article elsewhere m this issue. A simpler way is to fie a canvas sign to the
side of the car, as illustrated

Special Programs This Spring
for Auto-Radio Users
Merlin Aylesworth, president of the National Broadcasting Company, is another
booster for automobile-radio. To promote
further interest in "rubber-tired" reception,
Mr. Aylesworth is planning a special series
of programs of outdoor interest with the
requirements of the motorist especially in
mind.
Short Wave Sets in Motor
Cars Banned
Police authorities in several states
have recently inspired legislation to prohibit civilian use of short wave receiving sets in automobiles. Such legislation has been enacted by the Indiana
legislature and has progressed in New
York, Texas, and a few others. This
legislation has received serious attention
by the RMA through Paul B. Klugh of
Chicago, chairman of the association's
Legislative Committee, and was considered further by the RMA Board of
Directors at their meeting March 21.
The Indiana law and other similar
proposals do not affect equipment of
automobiles with regular broadcast receivers but are limited in their prohibitions to short wave sets, capable of
receiving police broadcasts. Licensing
by local authorities of short wave sets
in automobiles used by civilians is
required.

sets for motorcars. Under Chairman
Wells, of the RMA Engineering Committee, and Virgil M. Graham, chairman
of the Association's special committee
on automotive radio, improved installation and operation of automobile receivers is being developed. The special
committee of the Society of Automotive
Engineers has been given data on operation of electrolytic capacitors in automobile radio equipment and the RMA
committee is developing additional data
on trend of development regarding size
of chassis and speakers. Further work
also is being done on mounting dimensions for chassis and loud speakers,
together with information for guidance
of automotive body builders in arranging for antenna.
The problem of additional current
demand required by the public to secure belter results from automobile
radio receivers also ig being given the
serious attention of this group.
Two New RMA Directors
W. S. Symington, president of the Colonial Radio Company and LcRoi J. Williams, newly elected executive vice-president and general manager of the GrigsbyGrunow Company, are new directors of the
RMA. They were elected at the meeting,
March 21, of the Association's governing
body.

Mendels Made President of Balkeit
Irwin J. Mendels, who has been general
manager of the Balkeit Radio Company for
Engineers Improving Auto-Radio
several years, has been elected president.
RMA engineers are exchanging much He will continue his duties as general
data with the automotive industry manager. The factory has been moved from
toward rapid improvement of automo- North Chicago to new and large quarters,
tive radio arid wider sales of receiving at 904 Blackhawk Street, Chicago.
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Pennsylvania Auto-Radio
Bill to be Fought
Radio and automotive interests are uniting to defeat a bill introduced in the Pennsylvania State Legislature to prohibit use
of radio receiving sets in automobiles. The
RMA, broadcasting and automotive organizations arc all active through their Pennsylvania associates in opposing the bill
which would provide a fine and imprisonment for persons operating radio sets in
automobiles. The bill was introduced at
ITarrtsburg by representative Louis
Schwartz of Philadelphia.
The Pennsylvania bill is the only instance
in many years in which there has been
any effort to ban automotive sets. Official
investigation by authorities in many states
has definitely determined that automotive
radio actually is a highway safety factor,
by reducing driving speed.
RMA has decided that no opposition will
be made to legislation, offered in a few
states, regulating and requiring licensing of
short wave sets in automobiles which are
capable of receiving police broadcasts, but
will vigorously oppose restriction of regular broadcast receivers in automobiles.
The Association, however, will oppose federal regulation of short wave automotive
sets, as proposed in a bill in the House
of Representatives at Washington,

Set Designers Discuss Netv
Stylings
At the invitation of the National Alliance of Art and Industry, Inc., many radio
executives and set designers met recently
at a luncheon at the Hotel White, New
York City, with leading "stylists" for the
purpose of consideration of the develops
ment of new designs in radio furniture
which might prove more attractive and increase the demand for 1933 consoles. This
meeting was arranged at the instance of
O. II. Caldwell, editor of Radio Retailing,
who presided and introduced the speakers.
So keen was the interest in this subject
that the meeting did not adjourn until 4:30
that afternoon.
It was agreed that there was considerable room for improvement in many of the
designs of consoles now on the market,
and that simplification of line and modernization would be reflected in consumer
acceptance.
Electrical Progress Exposition
E. P. Zachman, president of the Radio
Division, Cincinnati Electric Club, has been
chosen as chairman of the Electrical
Progress Exposition, to be held in Music
Hall, Cincinnati". May 8 to 13. The Exposition, sponsored by the Electric Club
and the Cincinnati Times-Star, will include
displays of all electrical devices for home
or commercial use. Such an arrangement
is expected to be of interest, not only to
the general public but also to electrical
dealers in the Cincinnati trading territory.
H. C. Blackwell, president of the Cincinnati Electric Club, is head of the general show organization, with Zachman, of
the Cincinnati Radio Corporation, Sparton
distributor, as show chairman. C. H.
Bayer, of the Cincinnati Times-Star, is
show manager.
Radio Retailing, April, 1933
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By Richard CJilhert

BRUNSWICK liked the results of the Show Boat album
experiment. This company's latest venture, in a similar
project which should net good sales, is a complete Negro
artist presentation of the famous hits from Lew Leslie's
success of several years ago—Blackbirds. The best of the
Race singers and orchestras gathered in the Broadway
recording studio and set down in wax some sizzling interpretations of 1 Can't Give You Anything but Love Baby,
Doin' the New Low Down, I must Have That Man, Porgy,
Baby, Bandanna Babies, Shuffle Your Feet, Diga Diga Do
and, for good measure, the famous St. Louis Blues and
Dixie. The educated toes of Harlem's most adroit exponent
of the tap dance, Bill Robinson, appears on one disc; Duke
Ellington leads off the torrid parade with a tempting potpourri ; Ethel Waters, Adelaide Hall and the Mills Brothers,
accompanied by Ellington, Cab Calloway, Don Redman or
the Cecil Mack Choir, do the torch singing, moanin' low,
crooning and what have you. Of course, the orchestras—
Harlem's pride and joy-—do a little interpreting all by
themselves. The complete presentation is under the direction of Brunswick's canny chief musician, Victor Young.
Six ten-inchers are enclosed in an attractive album, gilt
paper-covered, backed in black and decorated inside and out.
Retailing at $4.50, this little package of music, as only tone
color! sts from up along the Harlem river con feet, will make
a desirable item lor all sorts of customers, especially those
who go in for the single discs of the above-mentioned exclusive Brunswick artists.
Ha-cha—you'll have no trouble in placing Anson Weeks
and His Orchestra's rendition of music from Jimmy
"Schnozzle" Durante's peppy Broadway show—"Strike Me
Pink"—Jimmy supplies the comedy for this popular vehicle,
and Lupe Velez furnishes the pep and—oh lots of things.
They aren't on this record, but all the swell Brown-RayHenderson tunes are. A $1.25 sale—No. 20120.
Up to the minute in timeliness are the two discs by the
Brunswick Military Band featuring four stirring marches
by the new Secretary of the Treasury, William H. Woodin:
The Fire Chief March (with necessary apologies, I suppose,
to Ed Wynn), The Police March, Franklin D. Roosevelt,
and National Melodies March (Nos. 6529 and 6530).
Two old Jolson favorites, sung by the original mammy
crooner, are on the list, accompanied by Guy Lorabardo's
orchestra: Rock-A-Bye Your Baby with a Dixie Melody
and April Showers (No. 6502), Hal Kemp, Ted Fio Rito,
Wayne King, Bing Crosby, the Mills Brothers, Arthur
Tracy, The Three Kej'S, Borrah Minevitch and his Harmonica Rascals, Nick Lucas and Ben Bernie fill out the
April lists with scintillating music.
COLUMBIA
This company's Masterwork and Celebrity records, now at reduced prices, are exceptionally inviting this month. Darius Milhaud ( a young modern French
composer) visited America several times during the war
and in 1923; he was greatly impressed by jazz and went
back to Paris and straightway concocted a delicious Negro
ballet called La Creation du Monde (The Creation of the
World—after African legends). This was in 1923. The
Radio Retailing, April, 1933

Eddy Ditch in and his famous Central Park
Casino Orchestra are noiv recording for Victor.

music is full of the same identical jazz effects which made
the Rhapsody in Blue famous when it appeared a year later.
Listen to these records and play them for those interested
in hot jazz as well as the classics.
Dance discs are on the order of the staple Columbia
variety; Rudy Vallee and his Connecticut Yankees playing
Meet Me in tf e Gloaming and Maybe I Love You Too Much
(No. 2756D) heard on the air a lot recently; Ted Lewis,
now playing at Broadway's Hollywood cabaret—lets go of
more optimism—There's a New Day Comin' and Have You
Ever Been Lonely? (No. 2753D). Freddie Rich's smooth
reading of There's a House on a Hill (Looks like a new
"There's a —•" trend) and You Are Too Beautiful (from
AI Jolsons latest picture) (No. 2752D). Also, Why Can't
This Night Go On Forever and A Tree Was a Tree, by
Mark Fischer and his Edgewater Beach Hotel Orchestra
(No. 27S4D). Don't stock heavily on No. 275SD, which
presents a new singer, Phil Regan, who to these ears doesn't
as yet know much about putting songs across—even the
variety of Close to My Heart and You're Beautiful Tonight
My Dear.
VICTOR
Eddy Duchin, leaving Brunswick, made a
half-dozen Victor records the other day: / Dream of
Indiana, Hold Me, Anything Your Little Heart Desires,
Kiss in the Moonlight, Remember Me and I Can't Remember—for the last, Irving Berlin's lyrics were rushed from
his pen to the recording studios just in time to make the
record. Look for their appearance. Duchin plays in a
highly sophisticated manner and is a great favorite with
the high steppers of society . . . Some mighty fine populars
to push are: Forty-Second Street and Shuffle Off to Buffalo, from the hit picture "42nd Street," played by Don
Bestor (No. 24253), good train and traffic effects; Ramona
and Roy Bargy, of the Whiteman troupe, offer a darb,
My Cousin in Milwaukee (Gershwin) and A Penny For
Your Thoughts (from "Walk a Little Faster"—Vernon
Duke's music), a good novelty record (No. 24260); the
Four Southern Singers' first disc. Be Ready and Mammy
Lou (No. 24264)—favorites over the NBC network; Reisman's interpretations of the Romberg tunes from" "Melody,"
Give Me a Roll on the Drum and Melody (No. 24259) and
Berlin's Maybe I Love You Too Miich (vocal chorus by the
Night and Day man, Fred Astaire) (No. 24262); Ted
Weems' novelties, H'ya Duchess and Juggling a Jig-Saw
(No. 24265) ; Greta Keller with One More Night and Mary
Make Believe, the last a NoeTCoward tune (No. 24228).
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E. T, Cunningham, Inc.—RCA. Radiotron Co., Inc.

Reduced

PUZZLES

BRENG

PHILADELPHIA
A Philadelphia department store advertised in the Sunday newspapers that it
would give a jig saw puzzle free with
every purchase of a Cunningham Radio
Tube. Monday's Cunningham Radio Tube
sales were 900 per cent above sales for a
normal day.
The puzzles used were of the general
type. The new Cunningham and RCA
Radiotron jig saw puzzles, designed especially for this purpose, should, according to T. F. Joyce, Advertising and Sales
Promotion Manager, enable any dealer to
show results as good or better. A sample
puzzle has been mailed to all dealers on
the Ounninghara-Radiotron lists.
Frames Included With Puzzles
Four puzzles are available, each using
two famous radio stars as subject matter.
Each puzzle has approximately 120 pieces
and is shipped in a 10-by-12-inch glassinecovered frame.
"The attractive pictures of the radio
stars," commented Mr. Joyce, "will have
the effect of further stimulating radio interest, in keeping with the aim of our successful Almighty Dollar Sales Activity."
Two methods of distribution are suggested: giving a puzzle free (1) with
each RCA Radiotron or Cunningham
Radio Tube purchased, or (2) to each
person bringing in tubes to be tested.
Puzzles are packed 25 to a carton, six

On

900%

STORE

Harrison, N. J.

6 Tube Types

RISE

IN

SATES

Parade-of-Stars Display IVins
Compliments
Gentlemen:
We are proud of your "Faradc-of-lheStars" Window Display. It certainly will
lead to a long reign of Radiotrons.
STRAND RADIO SERVICE,
' 349 Eighth Avenue,
New York, N. Y.
# He *
Gentlemen:
I want to thank you for the very attract
tive window display. It is certainly attracting attention.
JEROME S. HAAS,
3606 Atlantic Avenue,
Atlantic City, X. J.

RCA Radiotron - Cunningham
Dealers Make Real Gain,
Says Executive
Effective March 22, E. T. Cunningham,
Inc., and RCA Radiotron Co., Inc., announced list price reductions on six popular
types of radio tubes, as follows:
Type
Old Price
New Price
01A
$ .80
$70
26
.85
.75
27
1.05
.80
45
1.15
.85
71A
.95
.85
80
.90
.80
K. T. Cunningham, President of Radiotron, said: "It is practically impossible
for a dealer or distributor to lose on this
reduction. On the contrary, it represents
a real gain for most of the trade.
"Consider these points:
"1. All of our dealers were fully protected on the tubes they purchased during
our Special Bonus Activity last January.
According to our promise, we are enabling
distributors to extend 60-day price protection on tubes shipped and billed during
the period January 9 to January 23.
Dealers are similarly protected on tubes
shipped and billed during the three weeks
prior to the reduction.

of each design, with one extra. Price per
carton, $1,20, delivered. With each carton
is included a window streamer. Literature
describing other puzzle promotion material was enclosed with samples.
"Careful attention has been given to developing interesting and appropriate de- Gain in Equivalent Discounts
signs from the viewpoint of the puzzle
fan," Mr. Joyce said. "Furthermore, we
"2. It is a fair assumption that the
have insisted on a really high quality print- dealer has sold 50 per cent of the tubes
ing and die-cutting job."
obtained during the January 9-23 period at
the old list prices. His costs have been
adjusted, based on today's prices. This
AC^OSTAR
has increased his equivalent discount on
those special tubes substantially.
"3. Tiiese new_ prices are in keeping
with today's requirements for quality merchandise at fair prices. Lower prices for
merchandise are inevitable, and the dealer
must expect to adjust his operations to
lower margins, in order to preserve his
position as a dealer."
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One of the Cunningham puzzles. The Radiotron puzzles are similar.
A dvertisement

New Low Prices Featured in
Display Material
An assortment of display material featuring tiie new low urices ha1? been sent
to Cunningham and Radiotron dealers.
Reports indicate that dealers giving the
reduction material prominent space are
benefiting" by increased sales. W. H.
Thompson. Eastern Division Sales Manager tor Cunningham and Radiotron, expressed the opinion that the reduction,
affecting as it does six of the most popular tube types, cannot fail to stimulate tube
movement, provided an honest attempt is
made to inform the public of the bargain
prices—lowest in history!
Radio Re tailing, April, 1933

More Stations Join "Check Set
and Tube" Movement
Other stations have joined in the
movement to urge listeners to have
their sets cheehed and their tubes
tested, launched last month by the 42
stations ot the NBC Ked and Blue
Networks.
The NBC Pacific Coast Gold Network carried the announcements twice
daily from March 17 to March 34.
1VAAW, Omaha, made announcements twice daily until March 36.
WKI1M, Minneapolis, began advising chock-ups on March 31.
WCAH, Columbus, Ohio, made two
announcements a day from March 15
to April 3.
WSEN, Columbus, is mnking the
anaonncement before and after a sustaining program every morning during March and April.
RCA TUBE FA.CT0R1
EXPANDS—
Doubles Harrison Production
Capacity
Extensive alterations and improvements
to provide for increased production and
greater efficiency are being made in the
Harrison, New Jersey, plant of E. T.
Cunningham, Inc., and RCA Radiotron
Co., Inc.
Citing the expansion program as proof
of his faith in the future, E. T. Cunningham, President, also stated that about 1,000
more people are in the employ of the companies than this time last year.
The renovation and expansion program
includes work in all of the ten buildings
of the Harrison plant—new lighting, new
floors, new heating—in addition to rearranging departments to make room for
additional factory equipment to double the
production capacity.
Through purchase of new equipment and
work given to outside contractors, thousands of hours of work are being provided
labor generally, covering lighting, heating,
painting, and other activities which arc
part of the extensive alterations.
New Dealer Publication Named
"Good News'"
RCA Radiotron dealers last month welcomed an old friend in new garb—GOOD
NEWS—now in tabloid form. Cunningham dealers also received copies, noted
that the publication now is devoted to both
brands. GOOD NEWS, according to the
publishers, will be just that—a timely
sheet dedicated to increasing dealer sales
and profits.
Severe Tests Best Guarantee of
Quality, says Smith
"The extremely rigorous series of tests
to which all RCA Radiotrons and Cunningham Radio Tubes are subjected, is the best
possible guarantee of customer satisfaction
with the product," says J. M. Smith, Vice
President in Charge of Manufacturing of
RCA Radiotron Co., Inc. and E. T.
Cunningham, Inc.
"When we consider that a grid wire one
one-thousandth of an inch out of line will
cause a tube to be rejected, we begin to
realize the meaning of 'perfection tests.'
Our* product must pass 35 such tests according to the most conservative calculation."

DEALERS JOINING ACTIVITY AT

RATE

OF 1,090 A WEEK
Dealers arc showing their confidence In
the current sales activity of RCA Radiotron and Cunningham by enrolling at a
rapid rate.
On March 28, five weeks after the
activity began, a total of 5,+51 Cunningham and Radiotron dealers had enrolled
under the banner of the Almighty Dollar
Sales Activity, according to G, K. Throckmorton, President of E. T. Cunningham,
Inc., and Executive Vice-President of
RCA Radiotron Company, Inc.
Thus, the enrollment is proceeding at
the rate of belter than 1,090 dealers per
week.
"We are particularly pleased with this 1
record in view of the fact that the Almighty Dollar Activity got started in the
trying period of the bank disturbances,"
Mr. Throckmorton said.
"We anticipated, and are realizing, an
even greater rate of enrollment at this
writing. With the country in a refreshed
state of mind, the Almighty Dollar Activity
presents a real opportunity."
Mr. Throckmorton stressed the $200,000 newspaper and magazine advertising
campaign being conducted by Radiotron and
Cunningham to win greater public appreciation of the million-dollar radio programs.
He described the National Broadcasting
Company's series of announcements urging
people to check their sets and test their
tubes as "a real contribution to the radio
trade, and a timely background for the
selling efforts of dealers participating in
the Almighty Dollar Campaign."
He said the Parade-of-the-Stars Display,
together with Radio Logs, post cards, and

associated material, provided the dealer
with possibly the most effective equipment
for merchandising radio ever supplied by a
radio manufacturer.
Dealers who have not been contacted are
referred to their distributors for information regarding participation terms in this
powerful drive.

What NBC Told Listeners
Seventy-Six Times
From Monday, March 6, to Friday,
March 24, the forty-two stations of the
National Broadcasting Company Red and
Blue networks reminded set owners twice
daily to check their sets and renew their
worn-out tubes.
A representative announcement—
"The National Broadcasting Company
and others engaged in broadcasting spend
one million dollars each week in bringing
to your loudspeakers the finest talent available anywhere in the world. When the
voices, or the music, of such superb performers as Jessica Dragonette, Lawrence
Tibbett, Jack Pearl, or Eddie Cantor, leave
this studio they have that certain something that makes a star a star. But when
they reach your set . . . ? What about it?
Is that glamour lost? Does noise, distortion or feeble signal strength indicate
that something is wrong? Why not take
your radio tubes to your dealer for free
testing? Why not have a reliable dealer or
service man inspect your radio set and
aerial installation? Today 1"

15 "HANDFUL" RADIOS EQUIPPED WITH
RCiL OR CUNNINGH AM TUBES
Popularity of Tube Stickers
Earns Rank of Ace Aid

either Cunningham
Radiotrons
€. k. king
or
Radio Tubes as standard equipment.
"We are proud of the fact that an impressive percentage of the outstanding
names in radio now producing these tiny
models are sticking to the best in tube
equipment," said Mr. King.
"Naturally the universal feature of these
sets, added to their extreme compactness,
forces a heavy burden on the tubes. Good
tubes are essential.
"This is in addition to the recognized
selling advantage of the names 'RCA
Radiotron' and 'Cunningham'. Every dealer
recognizes that standard tubes in a little
radio set allay a possible suspicion on
the customer's part that the set is unreliable because of its size and price.
"Indications are that the little radio sets
are opening a new radio market. Dealers
who get in now will reap profits from this
new field. Remember—'little radios use
replacement tubes, too."

The RadiotronDEALER'S NAME I
Cunningham organAW) ADDRESS HERB I
ization reports an
Rocommond I
RCA
enormous sale of
radiotrons ■
Tube Test stickers,
i
one of their ace Olto Twtt(l
■
sales aids. The
SatMMtny a
Q ■
stickers are avail0tubt{i|
D ■
Otubttal
Q
able, imprinted, in
n I
Unttttfuto)u □
r
o t\n \ j.to~
UBMtllfMtorjr
rolln form—2,000
a roll. Priced at
$1.00 per roll, leading dealers claim they
have no equal for sales-making value.
Radiotron Item No. 242. Cunningham
Form No. 1172,
The popularity of the stickers entitles
them to a ranking with the other Cunningham-Radiotron "ace sales aids"—Radio
Logs, Tube Carrying Cartons, Post Cards
and Service Forms. The Service Forms
and the sensational new "Eddie Cantor"
Radio Log (now available for Radiatron
also. Item No. 223) were reported in the
last "Tube Tidings."
Dealers are referred to their distributors
for information regarding special combination offers on Logs, Stickers, Cartons and
Post Cards during April, in connection
with the Almighty Dollar Sales Activity.

Advertisement
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MERCHANDISE
Auto-Radio

Equipment

Majestic AU-in-One
Auto-Radio
The "all-in-one" auto-radio of GrigsbyGrunow Co., 5801 Dickens Ave., Chicago,
incorporates many unique features. The
set, speaker and Duro-Mute B-eliminator
are housed in a metal case measuring about
6x6xllg in. The set is a superheterodyne
with a.v.c. It uses six tubes but gives
8 tube performance due to dual operation
of two of the lubes.
Due to the compactness and simplicity
of the set, it is Quickly installed in less
than a half hour, it is said. The price
Pines Auto-Radios
Zenith Auto Radio
is $49.50 including tubes, suppressors and
tax but less antenna.-—Radio Retailing,
Four
auto sets and a B-eliminator are
An automobile radio set is now beinft April, 1923.
just being announced by the Pines Wintermade by the Zenith Radio Corp., 3620
front
Co.,
1135 N. Cicero Ave., Chicago.
Iron St., Chicago. The set has a direct
The radio is a 6 tube superhet with
and positive drive on the tuning dial, and
a.v.c. It has a double drive tuning control
the condensers are located in the control
with full hand size tuning knob. The elimbox for more efficient remote control.
inator is of the rotating type.
The set incorporates a 7-tube superhet
Model 1 is designed for mounting in floor
circuit using the latest type pentode tubes
opening or under the car; Model 2 is for
throughout, autodyne first detector, two
mounting
through the floor opening of the
sets of i.f. amplification, push pull output
car; Mode! 3 is a compact unit in which
tubes and specially designed dynamic rethe radio, eliminator and speaker are all
producer. A stabilized a.v.c. holds output
assembled in a single unit for mounting
volume constant. The B-elimlnator is built
under the cowl: Model 4 is also for mounting
in.
under the cowl, but the set and eliminator
This set has a black crackle finish with
are
in one case with separate speaker. All
chrome plated speaker grille. Provision
models
list at $59.50.
is made for transverse or parallel steering
The
eliminator separately lists at $21.95.
column mounting of control head. The set
—Radio
Retailing, April, 1933.
Is adaptable for installation in motor boats,
airplanes, etc. List price, $59.50.
Zenith is also now making an a.c.-d.c,
set known as Model 701 and listing at
Universal Battery Converter
$24.95. The set measures 113 In. wide by
7J in. high and 5 in. deep.—Radio Retnilina.
A newly developed battery converter is
April, 1933.
now available for supplying 110 volts a.c,
Fischer-Smith Auto-Radios
from a storage battery source. It is especially applicable for use in connection with
A popular priced, compact, dash-board sound amplifiers for trucks, in parks, and
set, finished in green, black or walnut for all portable uses where commercial
baked "crinkle" enamel, is available from current is not at hand. It will also operFischer-Smith, 1401 Station St., West ate standard a.c. sets, as well as autoRCA-Victor Auto-Radio
Englewood, N. J.
radlos. This converter is made by the
The tubes used are two SO's, 36, 89- A Universal Microphone Co., Englewood, Calif.
The chassis, eliminator and speaker are dynamic
speaker and all Installation equip- It Is available in two models.
mounted in one compact unit, and installed ment completes
the outfit which lists at $35.
Model 60 operates from 6 volts d.c. and
in the car by one bolt through the firewall.
The companion "all-electric" set has a haa an output of 60 watts.
The set is known as model M-34 and can built-in
full
wave
B-eliminator.
Tubes
Model 150 operates from 12 volts d.c.
be obtained from the RCA-Yictor Co., Inc., used are: 2—39, 1-—36 and 3—89 (in class with
an output of 150 watts.—-Radio ReCamden, N. J,
"B"
amplification).
The
set
has
steering
tailing,
April, 1933.
It is a four tuber with performance equal column remote control, 8 in. dynamic
to 7 or 8 tubes because of the use of the speaker and a.v.c. The set complete lists
new tubes-—Pentagrid converter (6A7) and for $79.50, installed.
duo-diode pentode tubes used hi new superRoots Auto-Radio
An all-electric short wave radio for inheterodyne circuit.
In police cars has also been deThe tone control has two positions and stallation
The
latest
set of the Roots Auto-Radio
uses 2-39, 36, 89. The set is Mfg. Corp., 2SOO
the B-eliminator is of the vibrator type. veloped. inIt position
South Parkway, Chicago,
at the given frequency is a superhet using
Only two electrical connections are required "looked"
7 tubes, namely: 6A7,
the central station.
(antenna and ammeter) neither of which of Standard
2-78, 75, 79, 41, 84. The set includes a
equipment
includes
necessary
need soldering. Output approximately 2.0 installation equipment, remote control vol- B eliminator of the vibrator type and the
to 2.5 watts: current consumption 5.5 amp. ume and switch assembly, speaker, built-in eliminator and speaker are built together.
Tube complement: 78 for RP; 6A7 Pentaand a.v.c. Complete unit The model number is 55.—Radio Retailing,
grid converter: 6B7 Duo-Diode pentode, 89 B-eliminator
lists at $59.50, f.o.b. factory.—Radio Retail- April, 1933.
audio output tube.
The list price Is $34.95 with tubes and ing, April, 1933.
necessary suppressors, etc.—Radio Retailing, April, 1933.
ATR Duo-Radio
A combination all-dectric auto-radio and
a.c.-d.c. home set is offered by the American Television and Radio Co., 1916 University Ave., St, Paul, Minn.
It is a 6-tube superheterodyne with a.v.c.,
Auto Radio Accessories
dynamic speaker, and receives police and
amateur calls.
Insuline Corp, of America, 23 Park Place,
No external E-batterles or eliminators
are required as the B-eliminator is built New York City, makes auto radio silencer
in. It will operate on any voltage or any kits for 4-6-8 cylinder cars. These kits
are supplied complete with generator silencurrent, the statement announces.
The receiver comes in a chromium plated, cer, distributor and spark-plug silencer.
black enameled metal cabinet, small and The list prices are $3, $4 and $5.
This company also makes spark plugs
compact In size, measuring 10Jx8ix5i in.
It can be easily installed in the car and and distributor silencers designed to fit
taken out for operation in the home. The all makes of cars as well as motor boats,
etc. *, a generator silencer, a flexible autoprice complete is $39.51).
This company also makes a d.e,-a.c. con- mobile aerial and an adjustable metal auto
verter for use in automobile B-eliminators. aerial with ingenious sliding arrangement.
—Radio Retailing, April, 1933.
—Radio Retailing, April, 1933.
JS
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Empire Set
Model 30, five tube superheterodyne a.c.a.c. table set of the Empire Electrical Products Company,
102 Wooster St., N. Y. C.
9
S-i- H
-50. 43.
The tubes used are two
IVs, 78.
25-Z-5,
This company also makes a line of universals. midgets and consoles.—Eadio
Retailing, April, 1933.

GE Line
Model K-65, a 6-tube console: K-60, a
6-tube table set; and K-50, a 3-tube table
set, have been added to the General Electric line made by General Electric Co.,
Bridgeport, Conn.
Model K-65 is an apartment size console, with a.v.c. and tone control. Uses
the new tubes.
Model K-60 Is a 6-tube table set, which
takes its design from a mantel clock. It
also has a.v.c.
Model K-50 is a 5-tube table set, the
lowest priced of the three new models.
The cabinet is Gothic.—Radio Retailing,
April, 1933.

Electromatic Record Changer
in Cabinets
For dealers who wish to install their
own radios in combination cabinets, the
Electromatic Record Changer Corp., 20S
N. Wabash Ave., Chicago, announces a line
of six cabinets in which a self-contained
automatic motor-driven phonograph record
changer is housed.
This record changer automatically starts,
stops, plays and changes all makes of ten
in. records—ten of them. Any 10 or 12 in,
records can bo automatically repeated as
many times as desired, and 12 in. records
can be played manually and repeated. It
plays both the standard 78 and 33J r.p.m,
records.
The list price of the changer alone is
$90. The prices in cabinets range from
$121 to $135.—Radio Retailing, April, 1933.
Multi-Coin Timer
For attachment to console or midget
radios, Coin Devices, Inc., 203 N. Wabash
Ave., Chicago, offers its multi-coin timer
under the trade name "Miller." This timer
may also he adapted to other devices such
as washing machines, phonographs, vibrating machines, etc.
It Is finished in two-tone Italian bronze;
will take nickels, dimes, or quarters separately or in combination and operates on
a.c., d.c. or battery current. The time
ratio may be quickly changed,—Radio
Retailing, April, 19 33.
Radio Retailing. April. 1933

Frigxdaires
A completely redesigned line of Frigidaires was introduced at the end of March
by the Frigidaire Corp., Dayton, Ohio.
Lower prices on all models also announced.
A new principle of refrigeration has been
developed by Frigidaire lowering the operating cost of refrigeration to that of one
ordinary electric light bulb, according to
the statement. This unit will be used only
in the company's two lower priced models
selling at $96 and $138.
Some of the features of this line are:
automatic defrosting, new type of ice tray
handle that automatically releases trays
from freezers, increased hydrator storage,
adjustable shelves, interior lighting, "quickube" trays, and increased ice and freezing
capacity. The two low priced models make
up the "Standard Series" and six all-porcelain models with all deluxe convenience
features make up the "Super Series."—
Radio Retailing, April, 1933.
Crosley AC-DC Sets
A five tube superhet a.c.-d.e. set. Model
163, is announced by the Crosley Radio
Corp., Cincinnati, Ohio. It retails at $19.95
and may be obtained in two cabinet styles:
the "Companion," a wooden cabinet, and
thei "Travette," a compact metal cabinet
which comes in three colors, walnut, green
with silver trimmings and black with chromium trimmings. A carrying case is provided for the Travette.
The tube complement includes: 17, 2-78,
38, IZ'A'i.—Radio Retailing, April, 1923.

Microphone
A new tpe of microphone, known as the
Universal "torpedo-type," has come from
the plant of the Universal Microphone
Company, Inglewood, Cal.
Another new member of the Universal
family is the "bullet-type" line, a close
relation to the firm's torpedo-type. This
two-button mike is especially recommended
for P. A. systems.
This company has brought out two new
models of its "Watch" mike xVhich is especially suitable to be used when it is desirable to hide the mike as a detectophone,
and as a coat lapel device.—Radio Retailing, April, 1933.

Acratest Antenna Coupler
The Acratest antenna coupler of Federated Purchaser, Inc., 23 Park Place, New
York City, is easy to install. This system
can be used to couple as many as 30 sets
to a down lead, two down leads can be
obtained from every antenna of 150 ft.
or more. It can also be used in small
buildings for as few as 6 or 10 apartments.
This coupler unit No. 6613, has a list price
of $1.50.—Radio Retailing, April, 1933.

Silver Arc Sun Lamp
A carbon arc lamp, the "Silver Arc,"
retailing at $5 can be obtained from the
Allied Corp., 122 W. Perry St., Baltimore,
Moving Coil Instruments
Md. It is a small (10 in. high) compact,
portable lamp. Extra carbons are 25 cents
A
line of D'Arsonval moving coil instrua pair.—Radio Retailing, April, 1933.
ments has just been announced by the
Trlplett Electrical Instrument Co., Bluffton, Ohio. Two sizes are made—in three
case models. Furnished in low reading
mlcroammeters, milliarnmeters, voltmeters
up to 2,000 volts, millivoltmeters and ammeters. No. 321 has a 3J in. case with 2t In.
scale. Model No. 223 has a 2-in. case with
13 in. scale.—Radio Retailing, April, 1933.

Freshman-Behnont Personal
Radio
A really "personal" radio because the
owner's name is engraved on a plate on
the panel is featured by the Bolmont Radio
Corp., 1257 Pullerton Ave., Chicago, 111.
The sot carries the Freshman-Belmont
trade mark. It is a 5 tube a.c.-d.c. superheterodyne, using 2—78, 75. 43, 2-S-Z-5.
The set will also receive police calls.
It may be had in three attractive finishes
—duo bronze tone, two-tone green, and
two-tone combination ivory. The list price
of the set. is $25. The green and ivory
finishes arc $1 additional.—Radio Retailing. April, 1933.

Gulbransen A.C.-D.C. Set
Five tubes in a superheterodyne circuit,
dual wave reception, automatic volume control, dynamic speaker, all are incorporated
in the new Model M5A1 "Super Compact"
radio of the Gulbransen Co., 816 N. Kedzie
Ave., Chicago. The set operates on a.c.
or d.c. with a range of from 530 to 4,000
kilocycles (545 to 75 meters). The tube
complement includes one each of the 75, 77,
78, 43 and 25Z5 types.'—-Radio Retailing, April, 1933.
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Victor Camera Products
A continuous projection attachment said
to te the first in which film breakage has
been eliminated and surface abrasion reduced to a minimum can be obtained from
the Victor Animatograph Corp., Davenport, la. The Victor "Continuous", will be
supplied in a standard model which will
accommodate 400 ft. of film and in special
models to accommodate even greater footage.
Victor also announces a 1,600 ft. 10 mm.
projector which gives a full hour showing.
A new type of Spreader lens has been
adopted for use in the Model 10 Series,
said to result in a great increase in illumination of still projections of single frames.
—Radio Retailing, April, 1933.

Dumont Line Filter
To eliminate disturbances made by oil
burners, motors, refrigerators, etc., the
Dumont Electric Co., 4 53 Broome St., New
sork City, offers its "Superior" line filter
—Radio Retailing, April, l :(33.
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RCA Portable P.A, System
The development of a portable public
address system which provides improved
finality of reproduction, simplicity of operation, and is housed in a single self-contained carrying case has been announced
by the RCA Victor Company, Camden,
N. J. The new "velocity" ribbon microphone, is an integral part of this system.
Heretofore this microphone has been available only in connection with motion picture
and disc recording work.
The amplifier is an exceptionally high
gain unit utilizing Class B amplification
and providing an output of 20 watts. Two
electro-dynamic speakers are mounted behind grilled openings in the front half of
the carrying case, with a 30-ft. extension
cable. The system is provided with volume
and tone color controls, a microphone transfer switch, and a special voice-music switch
for accentuating voice pick-up alone or
with musical background. Hingle and
double turntable units in individual carrying cases arc available as auxiliary oquipihent. Both will operate at 33^ or 78 r.p.m.
—Radio Retailing. April, 1933.

Variable Condensers for
Amateurs
Three new special model variable condensers designed for radio amateur use, are
announced by the Allen D. Cardwell Mfg.
Corp.. 81 Prospect St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
One 5s a featherweight band-spread condenser, available in two stock sizes; another is a type 516 double end condenser,
and the third is the type 519 neutralizing
condenser for 852 tubes.—Radio Retailing,
April, 1933.
"Uneeco" Generator
Remote Control
To bring the control of the charging rale
to your fingertips, the Hutch-Bard Corp.,
LuD Monaonock Bldg., >San Francisco,
t'alif., oiTera the "tlnceco" generator remote
control which is easily installed on the
dash of the aiuomobile. A turn of the
knob gives any charging rate rerpiired to
suit, driving comlitions. It. is connected
to the gronnacci side of the field circuit
ami reguiates the charging rate by increasing or decreasing the field current. A fuse
is ineorporaiea to prevent the generator
from burn lug out in case of a break in the
main circuit. The price is 52.50.—J?adio
lu tailing. April, 1933.

Gilbert Fans
Dealers who carry fans in the summer
as a side line will be interested in the
new line of the A. C. Gilbert Co., New
Haven. Conn. Fifteen models are offered.
The sizes vary from C in. to 16 in. in both
stationary and oscillating types. A ventilator model is also available.—Radio
Retailing, April, 1933.

Radi-Aerial
Said to nave trie capacity of the average
75 foot _om.»idc aerial, the "Radi-Aerial"
of the W'es'era Coil X- Electric Co., Racine,
\\ is., is easily installed in back of the
radio hy conneciing three wires.
Brie'ly. this is how it works: a radioIrcguency diolce coil is so arranged in
connection with a capacitor (hat the ground
signals are fed through to the antenna part
of the set even though the receiver itself
actually is still grounded. The list price
is 82.51).—Radio Retailing. April, 1933.

^utron
The Fluron enrnmates man-made static
radio noises arm line interference. Made
by the. uonsoiidated Wire and Associated
<"orp., 1'eona and Harrison Sts., Chicago
t he sot, cotisisis of a Pillron A unit for
the lca<l-hi, a B unit for the power line,
Slide Wire Rheostat
and 75 ft. of shielded lead-in wire.—Radio
A small, high duality, inexpensive slide. Retailing, April, 1933.
y're N^ostat for service men is announced
by_(.-M Dabs., Inc., 1735 Belmont Ave.,
Chicago It is known as their type It
Rheostat, wound on a one piece porcelain
form, with adjustable contact for varying
the resistance. It will dissipate 75 watts
continuously, the announcement states.
These rheostats are also available in a
special kit assortment comprising 6 of different ratings.
Binding screws at each end of the winding permit
the use of any type R Rheostat
016 110 16161
1»'3 3, P " " "-—Radio Retalting, April,
40

Bud Universal Adaptor
The new universal adaptor of Bud Radio,
Inc., 1923 E. 55th St., Cleveland, Ohio,
enables the dealer or service man to test
all new types of tubes with present tube
checker or analyzer. As new tubes are
announced, information is sent to owners
showing connections to bo made on the
outside of the adaptor by the use of connecting cords. This adaptor is complete
in every respect and low in price. At
present a chart is furnished enabling the
testing of 72 of the newer types of lubes
on the market.—Radio Retailing. April,
1933.

Burglar Alarm
Suggested by the Coronado Mfg. Co.
867 Grand Ave., St. Paul, Minn., as a sid.
hue is ils burglar alarm. This alani
explodes a tear gas bomb, rings a gorij
on the interior as well as the cxicnor o
the building, and turns on the lights iusidi
the store. All operations arc simultaneou;
and immediate. This alarm is easilv in
kJfilled and lists at $32.50 f.o.h. .St. Paul
Tear gas bombs are replaced free of charge
—Radio Retailing, April, 10.33,
Auto Speaker Housing
A molded auto-speaker case of spccia
acoustical material which combines the ad
vantages of wood and metal with the de
fects of neither is being made by th.
Hawley Products Co., St. Charles. 111. I
is of one-piece construction containing n.
seams.—Radio Retailing, April, 1933.
Radio Retailing, April. 1933
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Duo Diode-Pentode Applications tively coupled to the diode plates are con- irodc (E) to the familiar tune-a-lite tube
verted into a.f. and passed to the power used by A-K and others.
The device is designed for use in receivThe new duo diode-pentode 2B7's and
ers utilizing the variable r.f. stage bias
IF. Amp.,2nd
6B7's have many applications, most of det.
method of a.v.c. and is connected as shown.
and A.V.C.
which are readily grasped by men who arc
With the set tuned between stations the
already familiar with the various uses of
r.f. stages are naturally "wide open," plate
individual diodes and pentodes. The two
current high and the drop across scries
diode plates, for example, maj' he employed
resistor R great. Inasmuch as R is also in
as follows: (a) Both plates in full-wave
scries with the voltage applied across anode
detection circuit, with or without a.v.c.
A and cathode K this drop holds down
(b) Both plates in half-wave system, with
gaseous
discharge across the two elements.
1
or without a.v.c. and (c) One plate as
A'r is adjusted until noise surges are just
half-wave detector, the other functioning
insufficient to raise cathode glow to the
as separate time-delay a.v.c.
level of electrode E.
The pentode portion of the tubes will
At this instant the a.f. tube grid is at
most frequently be encountered working as
ground potential by virtue of the path
a conventional a.f. stage but it can also
through Rg, Rf and R*. Its cathode is
be used to amplify a.v.c. voltage developed
connected to a point on the divider suffiin the diode detector circuit before it is
D.c. obtained from carrier recti- ciently positive to cause complete cut-off
applied to r.f. grids or as an i.f. amplifier stage.
fication also appears across /f5 and is used for even the highest signal voltages which
preceding the detector.
in
usual manner to automatically con- may be developed across Rg and the tube
The basic amplified a.v.c. (RR39Mar) trolthe
consequently does not function.
the
gain of preceding r.f. stages.
circuit is quite easy to understand. Signals
When the receiver is tuned to a carrier,
are applied to the diodes through the usual
however, the a.v.c. system decreases r.f.
transformer and a.f. voltage developed
plate current, which in turn reduces the
across /?! fed to (he a.f. system through
voltage drop across series resistor R, causR2> and Cl. D.c., which varies in proporing the voltage applied to K and A to rise.
R.
F.
Silencer
tion to the strength of the incoming carrier,
A discharge takes place between these two
is also developed across 7?1 and is applied
elements and K glows.
to the grid of the pentode through i?4.
In RCA's table model RE-40 phonoWhen the glow climbs on K to the level
graph-combination the pickup, wired in the
second detector cathode circuit, is shunted
Half-wave det,
by a 5,000 ohm volume control equipped
amplified A- VC.
with an auxiliary switch. The switch,
which is closed when the pickup control is
in the extreme counter-clockwise position
(phonograph off), shunts a 3,000 ohm
fixed resistor included in the common r.f.
SIM
and first detector cathode lead of the
receiver.
The instant the phono volume control is
advanced the resistor cuts in, raising the
r.f. and first detector bias to a value which
produces virtual plate current cut-off, effectively silencing radio pickup.
Amplified, it appears across the pentode's
cathode resistor R2 and is then "piped" to
preceding r.f. stages.
When used as an i.f. amplifier, second
detector and source of a.v.c. voltage i.f.
signals are fed first to the control grid
of the pentode portion of a 2137 or 6B7.
They reappear, amplified, in its? plate circuit and inasmuch as this circuit is inducRadio Retall'mg, April. I'133

Gaseous Discharge Relay
A combined visual tuning indicator and
gaseous discharge relay which can be used
to automatically mute a receiver between
stations has been devised in the Duo-Vac
laboratory by the addition of a fourth elec-

of electrode E the theory boys explain that
there is a physical motion of glow-ions between K and E, which produces a voltage
across external resistor R*. This voltage
is so polarized that it bucks the abnormally
high negative bias on the a.f. tube to an
extent that the tube receives proper grid
supply and goes back to work.
The glow continues to rise on K until
41

exact resonance is reached, having little
further effect on E once the initial discharge takes place.

LAB. FORECASTS

Split-Cathode Rectifier

THE "TRIPLE-TWIN" IS BACK
again in 3^ and 5J watt styles, A New
Jersey manufacturer is behind it; a
Chicago set maker reported to be considering use in new models. The tube
is driver and power output stage in one.
High sensitivity as well as plenty of
sock.

The output 43 grid is biased 16 volts negative with respect to its cathode by tapping
the choke at 200 ohms.
A 6D6 is used as a conventional oscillator and electron-coupled first detector.
Another 6D6 is used as an i.f, pentode,
which is not quite so conventional.

Series-Parallel Heaters
An interesting arrangement of heaters
is found in L. Tatro's new 32-volt d.c.
model F913. Six 6.3 volt, 0.3 ampere tubes
(r.f., i.f., oscillator and detectors) are
operated in series-parallel. Output 41's
work in series with the string and a 10ohm resistor, in shunt with 200 ohms. Two
series 6-volt pilot lights operate on the
drop across the 41's.
Seven tube model E83 uses 0.3 ampere
38's in place of 0.4 ampere 4rs. Six tubes
are connected in series across the 32 volt
supply while the seventh is separately
heated through a 100-ohm resistor.

6-Volt D.C. Adaptor

"THE" CORPORATION IS REported to be knocking out 20 by 24
inch midgets having front panels
modelled after the 'Wings" cigarette
package. The sets have electroncoupled oscillators, all dials concealed
on the side, speaker spouting out the
top. These may be destined for cigarstore distribution.
The American
The 'phone people neglected to print Legion is reported to be angling for a
emergency fire and police members so similar set to be sold by unemployed
Serviceman Kennedy filled the breach. See Legionnaires for about $12.
page. 31.
HERE'S ONE HOT OFF THE
griddle. Three tube "peewees" are
nects heaters in parallel.
slated for early production, new diodeThe I2Z3 rectifier is eliminated and the triode-pentode's used as detector, driver
110 power circuit left open. High-voltage and power output stage making this
filter and switch function normallv.
possible. Bigwigs are playing dope on
the triple-purpose bottles close to their
vest but we suspect that they will have
Where to Find
8 prongs.
TUBE SOCKET DIAGRAMS
{Dates refer to published RADIO RET AILING
SPEAKING OF PRONGS.
WE
"Black & White" Charts)
saw 8 and 9 prong sockets in a moulding plant the other day. The holes
were arranged heart-shape, the 9 having
a center locking pin. Can't say definitely
P
Type
Issue
Type
Issue
what tubes these are for but the sad
o
news will be forthcoming soon enough!
00A
Feb.. 32 3 50
Feb., 32 5
0IA
Feb., 32 3 (HZ) 50 Feb., 33 1
0IAC Feb., 32 4 51
Feb., 32 3
1
April, 33 ! 52
Sept., 32 4
(KR) Feb., 33 3 53
April, 33 2
10
Feb., 32 5 55
Sept., 32 5
2A3
Feb., 33 3 56
Sept., 32 1
2A5
Feb., 33 1
57
Sept.,
32 2
2A7
April, 33 2 58
Sept.,
32 3
Top and side views
2B7
April, 33 3 59
Sept.,
32 4
5ZJ
Feb.. 33 2 64
of an 8-prong
Sept., 32 5
6A7
April, 33 4 (8) 64 Sept.. 32 1
socket
6B7
April, 33 1 65
Sept.,
32
2
6C6
April. 33 2 67
Sept., 32 3
6D6
April, 33 3 68
Sept., 32 4
6Z3
April, 33 4 69
Sept., 32 5
6Z4
April, 33 t 70
Sept,, 32 1
6Z5
April, 33 2 71A
Feb.. 32 5
<WD) 11 Feb.. 32 1 74
Feb.. 32 1
(WX) 12 Feb., 32 2 73
April, 33 3
f 2A
Feb., 32 3 77
Feb., 33 3
"UNIVERSAL" SOCKETS ARE IN
I2Z3
April, 33 3 78
April. 33 4
the wind. Several manufacturers are
15
Feb., 33 1 79
Feb.,
33
1
18
April, 33 4 80
Feb., 32 2
squawking about the high cost of tool19
Feb., 33 2 81
Feb.. 32 3
ing up again every time someone adds
20
Feb., 32 4 82
Sept., 32 2
22
Feb.. 32 1 83
another prong to a tube. A type that
Sept., 32 3
24
Feb., 32 2 84
Feb., 33 2
will accommodate 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, etc.,
24A
Feb., 32 2 85
32 4
2523
April, 33 I (9) 85 Sept.,
etc., pins will be a darned fine thing.
Sept.,
32
5
2525
Feb., 33 2 (9) 86 Sept., 32 I
26
Feb.. 32 3 89
Sept.. 32 2
27
Fob-, 32 4 90
Feb., 33 3
29
SOME SWEDISH OUTFIT IS PUTSept., 32 1 92
Feb.,
33 I
30
Feb., 32 5 (21 95 Sept., 32 3
ting out a new kind of stee! or iron that
3)
Feb.. 32 5 95
Feb.,
32
4
can be used for tube plates without af32
Feb., 32 1 96
Feb.. 33 2
33
Feb., 32 2 98
Feb..
33
3
fecting performance, materially cutting
34
Sept., 32 2 (UV) 99 Feb., 32 1
costs. Manufacturers are said to be
35
Feb., 32 3 (UX) 99 Feb., 32 2
36
Feb., 32 4 BA
going for it in a big way, a sad, sad
Feb.. 32 5
37
Feb.. 32 5 BH
Feb., 32 5
blow to the Nickle boys.
38
Feb.. 32 1 BR
Sept- 32 4
39
Feb.. 32 2 GA
Sept., 32 5
40
Feb., 32 3 LA
Sept., 32 •
41
Sept., 32 3 PA
Sept., 32 3
BAYONNE, NEW JERSEY, IS
42
Sept., 32 4 PZH
Sept., 32 2
trying out a S-meter police communica43
Sept., 32 5 Wund.
44
Sept., 32 1 A (5) Sept., 32 3
tion system which may make 120 and
45
Feb., 32 3 Wund.
175 meter rigs as obsolete as a last
46
Sept., 32 2 A (6) Sept., 32 4
47
Feb., 32 4 Wund.
year's
birds nest. The cars can com48
Feb., 33 3 B
Sept.. 32 5
municate" with the dispatcher, as well
49
Sept., 32 3
as the dispatcher with the cars.
Several "Universal" models (RR35Feb)
are now equipped with a plug which permits them to be used in cars, the 6-volt
battery operating heaters, B - batteries
or eliminator providing plate current.
Stewart-Warner chassis' 10 to 20. for example, have such a plug, use of which con-

Column

_ Interesting use is made of a 25Z5 rectifier in Belmont's new a.c.-d.c. superhet
model 525. The plates are tied together
in the usual fashion, the tube functioning
as a half-wave device, but d.c. is taken
from one cathode for plates and screens
while the other serves the 3,800 ohm
speaker field exclusively.
As in most universal type receivers
(RR3SFeb) all tube cathodes are connected
to chassis through suitable bias resistors
but the chassis remains ungrounded. Plate
current for detectors, oscillator and i.f.
amplifier flows through a 600 ohm filter
choke placed in the negative supply lead.
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Elimmmdtion
in

ar

of

Noise

Installations

How to combat accumulative discharge, brake
^static", chassis pickup, eddy currents

By ELMER WAVERING
and MURRAY YEOMANS
Calvin Mfg. Corp.

THE elimination of motor noise in any
car is, as a rule, accomplished easily
and quickly by men having a thorough
understanding of the various types of interference encountered. The best plan is
to segregate them and then combat each
one individually. This is advisable because
interferences frequently combine in such a
manner that a modern, highly sensitive
receiver interprets them as one signal.
The various types of interference may be
classified as follows:
1. Ignition interference. (Originating
at the spark plugs and distributor rotor
and caused by arc occurring at these points
while the motor is running). This type
will evidence itself in the form of a steady
beat exactly in step with sparking at the
plugs.
2. Generator interference. (Occurring
at the generator brashes or the commutator) showing up at the speaker as a loud
whirring which increases in pitch as motor
speed rises.
3. Accumulative discharge. This a peculiar form of interference which generally
shows up only after ignition and generator
noise has been reduced to a minimum. It
occurs at the primary breaker points of
the distributor and is caused by surges
built up in this circuit and discharged at
irregular intervals. Accumulative discharge
sounds much like static but is noticeable
only when the motor runs. (This is most
common in Chevrolets.)
4. Brake interference. (Caused by brake
bands dragging lightly on the drums).
This shows up when the car is moving forward with the gears in neutral and ignition
switch off.
There are two ways in which these
forms of interference are picked up and
reproduced by the receiver, namely chassis
pickup and aerial pickup. Chassis pickup
may be the placing of the set itself in such
a dense field of interference that noise is
sprayed directly through the joints in the
shield-housing or unshielded openings such
as plugs and receptacles. It may also be
picked up by such parts as the speaker,
control panel, batteries or eliminator, or
by the A battery which is common to set
and ignition system.
As a general rule ignition interference is
the only type which is sufficiently strong
Radio Retailing, April, 1933

to develop within the set itself. Aerial
pickup is also caused when the collector
system or lead in is in the field of interference, within the arc of the roof or
under the chassis. Aerial pickup should be
checked only after all chassis pickup has
been eliminated.
Interference Travel-Paths
There are three major paths over which
interference may reach the receiver chassis
or aerial. These are:
(a) Direct radiation. This is caused by
radiation of noise by ignition sparks or
arcs in much the same manner as light
rays emanate from a lamp.
(b) Conduction. Interference is lead
from spark plugs or distributor back into
the primary circuit, carried along primary
(battery) wiring to the various parts of
the car.
(c) Eddy currents. These are produced
in the metal body and frame of the car
by ignition-generated signals flowing in
the metal. Since the body metal has a
relatively high resistance to r.f. currents
it allows them to build up to very high
values.
In the foregoing paragraphs we have
given as completely as possible the types of
interference encountered in car installations, also noted the points at which they
enter the set. It is suggested that installation men study these fundamentals as they
are essential to intelligent handling of all
jobs.
Noise Elimination Methods
Now let us consider the methods by
which noise may be eliminated or materially reduced, ways of keeping interference from penetrating chassis shielding
direct and ways of blocking other paths
over which it travels.
Our recommendations arc; first, suppress
ignition interference by:
1. Place suppressors on spark plugs and
in common high tension lead.
2. Clean connections on high tension
leads so that no arcs occur between suppressors and the coil.
3. Clean and adjust breaker points.
4. Remove primary lead running from

coil to distributor from the ignition cable
manifold and place it as far away as possible from tiic high tension wires.
5. If the coil is mounted on the driver's
side of the bulkhead move it to the motor
side, using the same mounting holes. If
it is mounted on the instrument panel
shield the high tension wire from the coil
to the bulkhead, grounding It at one point
only. When shielding this lead it is well
to slip a piece of insulating loom over the
lead before the braid is applied ami before
the grounding band is soldered in place.
This avoids damage to the insolation on
the lead while soldering.
6. When coil is on the instrument panel
shield the primary ignition lead connection
coil to distributor from bulkhead to distributor, grounding it at both ends.
7. Place condenser from hot primary side
of coil to ground.
Now, reduce accumulative discharge by;
1. Place a .002 to ,006 mfd., high-grade
mica condenser across the distributor
breaker points as close to the points as
possible, preferably within the distributor
housing. Take care when so mounting a
condenser that the rotor does not touch it
when the motor is started up. This condenser, it will be seen, is in parallel with
the larger condenser already on the distributor. Its purpose is to provide a better radio frequency path.
2. Shorten the connecting wire on the
distributor condenser.
Brake interference is the third problem
to be tackled. Do this by;
1. Readjusting the brakes.
2. Bonding the brake rods to the frame
with flexible bands.
In checking a set for chassis pickup it
will be necessary to disconnect the aerial
at the point where the lead-in enters its
shield, tucking the wire within the shield
carefully to avoid a short.
Proceed as follows:
1. Shield all wires entering the set.
2. Clean and brighten all joints in the
set housing.
3. Cover and shield all plugs and receptacles on the receiver.
4. Connect the A supply leads from the
set directly to the battery.
5. Insert 20 turn, No. 12 wire choke in
the hot A lead, right at the battery.
Aerial pickup may be taken care of
effectively by using the hints suggested in
our earlier discussion of interference paths.
Direct radiation of noise may generally
be overcome by shielding. Try these
methods:
1. Ground the hood of the car thoroughly
43
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Service Man!
*

Spark

Suppressor Sets

a new sales and service plan
combining greater cooperation
. . . more business . . , and
increased profits for radio
service men . . . will be announced next month by the
makers of Acracon Condensers. Watch for it!

Jobbers: Some desirable territories are still
available. Write for details.
J

JUST in time with the spring opening, Ohlohm
Spark Suppressor Sets arc reduced in price —
permitting greater profits and increased sales.
FOR ELIMINATING IGNITION INTERFERENCE ON RADIOS INSTALLED IN AUTOMOBILES.
Furnished for 4, 6 and 8 cylinder cars. Condensers designed to withstand unusual conditions
of temperature and vibration. Spark suppressors
enclosed in glazed porcelain tube eliminating
accumulation of dirt. Porcelain made of special
non-moisture absorbing material to prevent
shorting.

WRITE
TODAY!
This is the time to gel under way.
growing market in radio today.

The fastest

THE OHIO CARBON CO., 12508 Berea Rd.
Cleveland, Ohio
Ohiohms are made in Canada by C. C. Meredith & Co., Ltd.
Bay St., Toronto.

COMW:\SKU com*, of iiMERICA
259 Cornelison Ave., Jersey City, N. J.
Factory Representatives In:
Chicago Cincinnati St. Louis San Francisco Los Angeles Toronto
And Other Principal Cities
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by cleaning and brightening the hasps on
the side and removing grease.
2. If distributor is near rear of motor
and near floor boards place a copper screen
on the floor board and ground it to the
bulkhead.
3. If coil is on instrument panel shield
it by placing a tin can over the bakelite
end. This may be done by punching a hole
in the bottom of the can to admit the high
tension lead and then dove-tailing the other
end so that it may be slipped over the
bakelite and the dove-tails drawn around
the case with a length of wire.
Conduction by any wire may usually be
stopped by connecting a ^ to 1 mfd. condenser at the point where the wire leaves
the field of interference, grounding the
other condenser tug. In extreme cases a
small series-choke may be required. Conduction by a control rod or pipe passing
through bulkhead may be blocked by
grounding the rod to the bulkhead.
Eddy currents may be overcome by bonding with heavy copper braid the parts of
the body effected to the bulkhead or motor
block. Bonds may also be tried as follows:
I. Bond the instrument panel to bulkhead at each end.

SHOP

SHORTCUTS

By S. Betid

make them noisy, disconnect the gang from
the shunt coils and connect the offending
sections in series with a heater element
from a "sunbowl" and the 110 line. Rotate
the condenser until all signs of flashing
disappear.

A device which will automatically increase the charging rate of a car generator
from 3 to 6 amperes when the auto-radio
receiver is turned on can be easily constructed of an old B-eliminator trickle-

inter-Station Muting Accessory

Charge Compensator for
Auto-Radio installations

j

\ Cutout.,

A 103 per cent increase in work is attributed to distribution of the postcard reproduced on page 31 by Charlie Belletcte.
2. Bond metal aprons at top of car body
to bulkhead. If the lead-in is shielded
from the set to the aerial me shield as
the bonding medium, grounding it to the
apron and again at the bulkhead.
3. In cars having rubber mounted motors run a heavy band from the ground
side of the battery directly to the car
frame.
It will be found convenient to have several I mfd. condensers with leads and clips
attached, also various lengths of flexible
bands with^ heavy clips at both ends. These
may be clipped in place wherever trouble
is suspected until noise pickup ceases, then
removed one at a time until the minimum
number is found. Permanent condensers
may later be securely mounted in place.

Static from Brakes

Charge,'^
compensator.

1 To speaker field

charger relay of the double-pole, doublethrow type and a j to 1 ohm, 15 watt
resistor.
Rewire the switch so that the two poles
operate in parallel. (The pole contacts
formerly needed to turn on the charger
are not used. Wire a 1-ohm resistor
onto the fibre deck of the switch, connected
as shown in the diagram. Locate the wire
of the generator that runs between one end
of its field-coil and the chassis and connect the resistor in series. Heavy, flexible
wire is recommended and ail joints should
be well soldered and taped. I mount the
unit on top of the generator in a protective
wooden box.
With the radio off, advance the generator
by moving the third brush until the rate is
nearly the same as it was before the resistor was wired in the field circuit. If even
full advance of the brush does not permit
this change the resistor to a |-ohin size.
Connect the actuating coil of the relay
switch, through a shielded cable, in series
with the dynamic speaker. Shunt a 0.5
mfd. condenser across the coil if noisepickup is experienced.
Now, when the radio is turned on and
current flows in the speaker field the relay
short-circuits the resistor, increasing the
charging rate. And when the set is
snapped off the resistor goes back in the
circuit and rate is restored to normal.

By Murl lid. deBeauchavip
It sometimes happens, especially on
Packards. that the brake-lining friction
against the drum causes static disturbances which disturb auto-radio. This
can be overcome by mixing a small
amount of graphite with any good lining dressing and applying this sparingly.
Too much graphite will make the brakes
slipWhen installing battery-boxes in cars it
is important that they are made completely
watertight. I place holes. If there are any
in the box, toward the back of the car and
run wax into the gaskets with a hot solderCure for "Flaking" Condensers
ing-iron to make sure they are completely
sealed.
Boxes should be suspended from the inZ?Y V. W. Hodge
side of the car, using the flanges provided,
wherever possible. All holes, no matter
To burn away the metallic flakes which
how small, below the car should be sealed. sometimes short variable condensers or
Radio Retailing, April, 1933

By Morris Chernozv
A self-powered, inter-station a.f. muting
accessory which may be operated from a
receiver by means of tube prong adaptors
is easily made and performs satisfactorily
in connection with a majority of receivers.
Part values are not critical and the entire
cost can be less than $5 to the serviceman,
at current prices.
The circuit is not difficult to understand.
VI and V2 are v.t. voltmeters, Vl controlling V2 in a reverse manner. VPs
grid is set at cutoff by means of a cathode
resistor which is variable up to 30,000
ohms. The setting varies with each locality, depended upon the degree of suppression desired. 3,000 ohms is the usual setting. Once adjusted, this control is not
again disturbed.
Now, with wire 1 connected to the plate
prong of the detector tube, or under an
audio plate prong, and wire 2 carried to
the chassis there is no current flow through
VI due to its grid bias value until a signal
is impressed on the input. This causes the
grid of V2 to lose its negative bias voltage, obtained from the 16,000 ohm resistor
drop. With the grid of V2 thus made more
positive the current flowing in its plate
circuit through the 5,000 ohm resistor produces a voltage drop in the order of 50
volts, (10 mils, through 5,000 ohms). This
is applied to the grid of the first audio

m

m

m
tube via wire 3, which is connected to its
grid prong, causing complete cutoff of the
first a.f. plate current, killing signals.
As soon as a signal is tuned in energy
flows through the blocking condensers via
wires I and 2 to VI, causing plate current
to flow again through the 16.000 ohm
resistor. The voltage drop so produced is
applied to VI, biasing it to cutoff and
eliminating voltage drop across the 5,000
ohm resistor. This relieves the first a.f.
stage of excessive bias and it proceeds to.
function again.
The power transformer with which the
accessory is equipped is an ordinary filament type with center-tapped secondary
(X). The voltage across the primary is
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A Remarkable
Instrument at a
Remarkable Price

don't

pass

this

spring!

SPRING'S the big chance for dealers
and service men to put on a real
drive for radio service business. Remember, the warm summer days will
soon be here. Folks will spend more and
more of their time outdoors. Now is
the time to get them to have their radio
sets inspected, repaired and replaced.
When summer comes, the emphasis may
well be shifted to auto radio, sets for
summer camps, cottages and bungalows.
But now's the big opportunity to make
money servicing regular home radio sets.
And don't forget that quality radio parts,
used in your repair jobs, will do much to
insure customer satisfaction and build
repeat business.

TA
Readrtte
Meter
Works
59 College Ave.
Bluffton, Ohio.
Gentlemen:
Please send me information about Readrite
No. 1000 Resistance Continuity and Capacity Tester. Also catalog of other servicing instruments.
Name
: • • •,
Street Address
;

up

59 College Ave.
BLUFFTON.
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half-wave rectified but not filtered other
than by the 2 mfd. condenser shown. All
three tubes are type 27's. The 1 megohm
resistor shown is variable but a fixed type
may be used. Its main purpose is to prevent reducing the input impedance of the
audio tube and for this reason a variable
resistor assures a more perfect match in
all types of receivers.
Just three wires are connected to the
receiver and once the device is adjusted for
the particular neighborhood in which it is
to be used no further attention is required.
Compact mounting ideas are left to the
ingenuity of the reader.

Low Voltase Transmission Line
Antenna for Stores and
Apartments
By }. P. Kennedy
In the August, 1932, issue of "Radio
Retailing" I described a low voltage transmission line antenna system. Since then I
have improved the scheme so that seven
sets may be operated. Theory is fully
outlined in the original article.
The multi-set system uses the originally
Hardwood block
^'Ground
on roof
/68Z)
A

Insulafed wire''
4 ft long -

jEEn'v*
Part A

described stepdown auto-transformer at
the aerial but it is coupled to seven handytap d.c. polarized type rcceptables near the
sets to be operated. Each set has its own
length of shielded wire, a stepup autotransformer and a plug for the receptacle.
The auto-transformers must be shielded.
Either have a tinsmith make neat containers
of copper or sheet tin or secure small
baking-powder or adhesive tape cans, remove the labels and lacquer. To prevent
moisture shorting the coils fill the cans
with black wax, tar, paraffin or a mixture
of rosin and beeswax.
When constructing the auto-transformers
prepare eight forms, either as described in
August or as follows: Eight wood spools,
each 1| inches in diameter and I inches
in thickness should have a I inch slot cut
H in. deep. A hole large enough for an
8/32 bolt should be drilled through the
centers. Wind the coil labelled part B
with a total of 108 turns tapped at the
18th, using No, 24 d.s.c. wire. A thin
fibre or bakelite strip across the end of
the spool held in place with the 8/32 bolt
will provide an anchoring for the tap and
the end of the coil. The start of the coil
is brought out near the core and soldered
to a lug making contact with the center
bolt.
The seven remaining spools, labelled
part A, should be wound with No. 28
enameled wire. Each should have 200
turns with the tap at 32 turns from the
Radio Retailing, April, 1933

TRICKS of the TRADE
ZENITH 70. Intermittent reduction
in volume accompanied by sharp click
and ragged tone. Replace first audio
plate blocking condenser with 300 volt,
.5 mfd. paper type.
KELLOGG 533-536.
Sudden or
gradual decline in volume, returning to
normal with sharp click. Check small
blocking condensers mounted on variable condenser gang. Replace with
identical values.
center, or start of the coil. The illustration shows the actual appearance of the
auto-transformer coils and the author's
shielded can container.
Xo. 14 shielded lead-in may be used up
to 150 feet. If a set happens to have a
special antenna circuit which does not
match the stepdown transformer connect a
small neutralizing condenser between the
aerial post of the set and the hot shielded
line from the auto-transformer, then adjust
for best results.
The lead-in shield covering should be
grounded at as many points as is practicable and the conductor tested for shorts
to shield before placed in use. Shorts
sometimes occur in fastening the down-lead
in place under knobs.

Modulaiins the Jewell 563
By IV. T. Golson
Jewell oscilator model 563, factory designed with a high-pitched buzz note, may
be sound-modulated quite easily so that it
can be used to check speaker rattle and distortion suspected of being in either r.f. or
audio circuits.
Add a simple modulator stage diagrammed herewith, powered by the oscillator battery and fed from a standard
phonograph pickup. It is only necessary to
remove the red wire leading to the B positive connection in order to modulate the
On page 30 Bill Saundcrs of Gimbel's Department Store describes a mutual record
system worked out with a service specialist.
plate current of the oscillator. Frequency
is adjusted in the usual manner. The red
wire is connected to the audio transformer
of the modulator unit and return lead
connected in its place to the battery.

Corkscrew Removes Condensers

RCA 80-82. Loss of volume and poor
tone. Examine black enamelled bias
resistor for 45's, under chassis, for bad
soldered joint.
ERLA, BRANDES. Cutting out
often caused by defective local-distance
switch. Contact material becomes loose
in spring. Put contact in tapered hole
and centerpunch around edge to retighten.
CROSLEY 148. If set cuts out or
works poorly on low line voltage replace
2.5 volt pilot with a 6-volt bulb. The
pilot is wired across the 6.3 volt tube
circuit and sometimes reduces heater
voltage to below normal.
BRUNSWICK 15. Full reception
when set is first turned on, gradually
fading out. Look for open 25,000 ohm
orange resistor in screen-grid supply
circuit.
MAJESTIC 100B. Cutting in an
out. Check by-pass condensers across
cathode resistors to ground. There are
two in metal containers. Replace defectives with 1 mfd. units.
GLORITONE 26. Cutting in an out,
accompanied by oscillation or howling.
Usually caused by open screen-grid or
cathode resistor by-passcs. These are
all in one can beneath r.f, coil shields.
Cut old leads oil to condensers and
mount separate .25 mfd, unit between
r.f. cathodes and screen to frame. When
making this repair it will be necessary
to run a new wire direct between
cathode terminals on the sockets and
another wire between screens on
sockets.
COLONIAL C-99S. A hi-lo sensitivity switch, which will cut down interstation noise when tuning locals with
this a.v.c. model, may he added by removing wire lead between lugs 1 and 2
of the Candohm resistors, connecting a
100 ohm type between the lugs, cutting
the ground connection to lug 1 and
grounding lug 2, Drill a hole in the
right side of the cabinet to receive a
switch and connect the switch across
the new 100 ohm resistor so that it may
be either shorted out or placed in the
circuit.

By A. W. Dugan
To remove defective condenser sections
from a bank, disconnect the two leads to TUBES. A new "Black & White" chart,
it, screw a corkscrew into the center of showing socket connections of the latest
tubes appears on page 49,
the section and pull.
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FOR A DEMONSTRATION

Dealers, Service Organizations,
Service Managers & Service Men:

Are You
on

Cashing

In

O. H. Caldwell's
Broadcasts?

A UNIQUE service is being supplied
. you by O. H. Caldwell, editor of

V^r

|X.

.ompact
A

Kit

COft^PLETE

SERVICE

SET

MANY service men prefer the Analyzer-Tubechecker method of trouble shooting. For their
convenience anil profit Weslon offers a combination of
Standardized Service Units—Model 660 Analyzer,
Model 661 Tubechcckcr and Model 662 Oscillator.
They are illustrated above in the case designed by
Wcston especially for the combination. All three instruments may, however, be bought separately and
used independently. When all three have been secured
they can be mounted as shown, and in this way a complete, compact Wcston service kit can be acquired
without interfering with present equipment.
You should have complete information on the complete line of West on-Jewell Radio Instruments. They
arc the last word in profit-producing service. The coupon is for your convenience. Fill in and mail it to the
Weston Electrical Instrument Corporation, 581 Frelinghuysen Avenue, Newark, New Jersey.

WestoxJKWKLI.
..

.

.

!

Jvaclio Jnsimmen/s~\
Vestox Eixctsical 1 ssti'I'ment Conpos.vnoN
381 FrtfKiijsliiiySKn Avc::ue, Newark, N. J.
rle-ise <p"(i in» fnr'her informal ion
on Ves.oii-JitwcJ Serviie INiuipmciit.

Radio Retailing and the magazine
Electronics. Under the auspices of the
Electrical Association of New York,
Radio Division, Mr, Caldwell has been
broadcasting over the Columbia and
NBC national networks a series of interesting, educational talks to radio
listeners, telling them about the
wonders of radio and urging them to
regularly call upon their local radio
dealers, service organizations and radio
service men for inspection service men.
Mr. Caldwell has pointed out that much
of the pleasure of receiving the costly
programs sent out over the air is missed
if the radio set in the home Is not functioning properly or is obsolete.
WATCH your local chain station
programs for other broadcasts
by O. H. Caldwell. Tell your customers
and prospects about them, urge radio
listeners to tune in on Mr, Caldwell,
You'll End, as have many other dealers
and service organizations that these
broadcasts done by the editor of your
magazine, Radio Retailing, will help
you get business.
Radio Retailing
A McGRAW-HILL PUBLICATION

New

Tube

Connections

f Seen from be/ow}
H-eM.OJA-.ACoracH

H-m,OMACorD.C-H

H-ZSK,0.3A.,A£.orp.C.- H

H-2JV., 0.8A.. A C orDf-H

■OofP K

•P

■DefP

K-

Osc
Def „
Q(co,p)
2A7
(Det. and Elect. Coupled Osc.)

(Half' Wave M.V. Rect>

D
237
(Duo Diooie-Pentode)

Osc 6 .
GCcvp) %'■
6A7
(Det and Elect, Coupled Osc.)

H-6M,03AtAC.orMrH

H-6i\r.,Q3A.>A.C.orD.C-W

G(cap)

\K-62V.MA.,ACorD.C-W

H-6.3V..0JA,A.C. or flC-H

•P

G(cotp}

D
6B7
(Duo Diode-Pentode)

K

G(cap)
Sup

G(cap)
Sup
6D6
(Var Mu. R.F Pent.)

6Z3
(HaIf-Wave Rect.)

AC or D.C-W

H -!2.6V., O.M./.CorD. C-H

H-MV, OJA^ACorD-C-H

P
6Z4
(Full-Wave Rect.)

6ZS
(Full-Wave Rect)

12 Z3
(Half-Wave Rect)

18
(Power Amp. Pentad e)

W~25V..0.1A.,A.C. orD. C- H

H-2JK ?A.J A.C. or DC- H

H-6.Z V.OM.^CorDC-H

6C6
( Det. Pentode)

H-&3^,0SA.,A.C-H

H-

•P

H-

'P

H- 6.SV.OM-.AC.orD.C- H

K

G (cap)

G(cap)
Sup

75
S3
25Z3
(Haif-Wave Rect.)
(Class B Twin Amp.)
COuo Diode Triode)
(Var. Mu. R.F Pentode)
^
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U.

Gives '

S.

RADIO

ou

tks. c^mwdsAL

ojjf a£( PzTACrnat
WUrdeitL
for AC* DC* Operation
•
TONE quality and performance never
before achieved within such limits of
size are combined in a finely figured genuine walnut cabinet which captures instant
admiration. Here, at last, is a personal radio
worthy of the name, carefully engineered,
employing tubes of brand new type. Check
the specifications—see it—hear if. In every
detail U. S. Radio Model 3092 bears the
hallmark of quality. Price
<t« A.95
complete with tubes . ,
|
U. S. Radio, Model 3092
(Illustrated above at right)
Genuine superheterodyne circuit . . . for
AC or DC operation, 115 volts . . . five
tubes, every one brand new type . , .
dynamic speaker . . . built-in antenna * . .
no ground required . . . dial calibrated
in kilocycles . . . combination switch
and volume control ... Tuning range
covers all regular broadcasting stations
and one police channel . . . cabinet of
beautifully figured stump walnut, with
genuine inlay, hand rubbed; solid walnut
back . . . resistor type cord dissipates
heat . . . Dimensionsi 7J" high;
wide; 5" deep. . .Tube equipment: 1 No.
6F7 Triode-Pentode; 1 No. 78R.F. Pentode; 1 No. 75 Diode-Triodc; 1 No. 43
Power Pentode; 1 No. 25Z5 Rectifier.
Weight less than 7J pounds.

RADIO

mmm m i
m

I . S. Radio Battery Ensemble
Pioneer in supplying receivers complete
with tubes, U. S. Radio again blazes a
new trail with the Battery Ensemble.
The new U. S. Radio Model 3086, shown
at left, is furnished comptete with necessary batteries, which are included in the
specially designed table type cabinet.
Standard Burgess batteries are supplied as
follows:, I No. 1254 A battery, 3 No. 2308
B batteries, 1 No. 5156 C battery.
_ Five tube superheterodyne chassis
gives performance comparable to AC
sets of similar size. Specially engineered
for sensitivity and selectivity; splendid
tone quality. Voltage control compensates for decrease of A battery with use.
Dial calibrated i n kilocycles.
Tube equipment: 1 No. 230; 2 No.
232 ; I No. 234; 1 No. 233 —ail 2-voIt.
Cabinet dimensions: 20%" high; 19"
wid e; 8%" deep.
$ 2 9 •9S
Complete with tubes and batteries
U. S. Radio Batfery Model 3084
Chassis identical with model 3086 except this receiver is supplied without
batteries, Tube equipment; 1 No. 230;
2 No. 232;, 1 No. 234; INo. 233 —all
2-volt. Cabinet dimensions: li/i* high;
13%" wide; 7X" deep.
$1^.95
Complete with tubes, less batteries
Another battery receiver in the U. S.
Radio linelnotillustrated )MoJel69, gtube battery console with latest engineering features includ i ng new two-voi t rubes.
Class B Amplification, Permanent Magner Dynamic Speaker. Automatic Volume Contro I and Tone Control. Encased
in a beautiful six-legged $A0.50
console cabinet. Price . . *OV
Complete with lubes, less batteries
Write or wire your Distributor now!
United States Radio and Television Corporation
Marion, Indiana
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Plan

Puts

Added

PUNCH
in

Leonard

I LEONARD has a line of electric refrigerators second
to none. That's one third of this franchise story.
Leonard is represented by wholesale and retail outlets
far above the average in experience, ability and aggressiveness. That's another third.
The final factor in Leonard's sensational record of success is the Leonard advertising and selling plan. It's
unique, we believe, in the industry—complete, balanced,
carefully aimed at a definite target, and timed to lend
its strength to individual sales effort in every local
territory.
Leonard executives do not stop with writing sales
manuals and letters of suggestion. With the aid of capable district managers and the distributor organization,
they carry the Leonard program in person to dealers
and their salesmen—explaining in word and picture
every sales, advertising and sales promotion activity.

Salesmanship

National magazine advertising, national newspaper advertising, direct mail, outdoor display, window display,
local newspaper advertising, merchandising helps, plus
the most advantageous retail financing plan in the industry! Everything that will help Leonard sales outlets in
1
their
work is there.
Every distributor or dealer who has investigated electric refrigeration at all is familiar with the Leonard
line—its 52-year background of experience, its reputation, its quality, and its unusual features, including the
step-saving Len-A-Dor,
The Leonard advertising and selling plan deserves
equal consideration. You can profit from it, as others
are profiting. Write or wire the factory for details of
'this franchise opportunity.
;LEONARD REFRIGERATOR COMPANY
14259 Plymouth Road, Detroit
Please send me details regarding the new Leonard franchise.

LEONARD

PRICES

START

AT $112 f. o. b. factory

•

INSTALLATION

AND

TAX

PAID
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OUTSTANDING

in

Auto

Radio

The DeWald Motortone dominates in auto radio.
The original single unit receiver—this six-tube high
gain superheterodyne—100% full A.V.C.—-it deserves its leadership. No engineer needed to install
it. Three holes to drill—two wires to connect. And
one wing nut instantly removes it for service. Hair
line tuning—distortion-proof reception—console
tuned dynamic speaker—remote control—a matchless money's worth to car owners.
THE VERSATILE NEW
tfc-f
Model 414
VLiZ2.
The Everywhere-Set that works wherever
there's electric current-—home, ofllce. hotel,
camp, college, yacht, steamship and automobile—on 6. 32, 110 or 220 volts—AC-DC
—-25 or GO cycles—four tubes that sound
like six. (Carrying ease available.)

DeWald dealers don't worry about competition.
They are the competition. They get the business.
And keep it.

^eVvALD

$39.95

THE GREAT NEW
$2500
Model 550
Identical in chassis with Model 551—it
has the same astonishing perform ability as
that new "giant among the midgets."
Cabinet only is different.

SIX

TUBE

MOTORTONE
Trade Mark Beg.
a product of
THE SENSATIONAL NEW
$27.50
Model 551 Deluxe
Leader of the compacts—superheterodyne—
hair line tuning to 10 kilocycles—110-320
V.—-AC-DO—25-60 cycles—new type tubes
—circuit-matched aerial—new tone dynamic
speaker—new heatless chassis—beautiful,
diatinctive cabinet.

FIERCE-A1RO,
520 Sixth Avenue

Inc.

New York, N* ¥♦

R. C. A. TUBES ON ALL MODELS
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G-E

A

NEW

to

offers

you

AUTO

retail

for

■Sli:-. ^
1 %

RADIO

only

HERE is the biggest Auto Radio
profit offer of 1933! Think of it
— this remarkable set, fully guaranteed by General Electric, embodying
absolutely new advances, for only
$34.95!
It is the set youVe wanted, that
you've been waiting for—single unit,
compact, fits any type car. Easily,
quickly installed, astoundingly low
priced! And it's a G-E product!
Here are additional features that
shout real value:

|fH|H

1- One compact unit.
2. Easily Installed—single mounting stud. Can be
mounted from back or side. Fits all type cars.
3. Remote control box for either dashboard or
steering post mounting.
4. Automatic volume control.
5. New improved electrodynamic speaker.
6. Two-point tone control on speaker—minimizes
interference.
7. Combination lock switch and volume control
on control box.
8. Service reduced to a minimum. Entire set
quickly removed by loosening six easily accessi ble screws.
9. Illuminated dial marked in kilocycles.
10. Remote control cable can be easily shortened
to desired length.
Write for complete details of G-E's
new Auto Radio dealer merchandising
plan and franchise—and learn how you
can share in 1933's bigger Auto Radio
profits! Address Section, R-444A,
General Electric Company, Merchandising Dept., Bridgeport, Conn.

mm

GENERAL

ELECTRIC

AUTOMOBILE

RADIO
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Ifs
the
Priced to retail
at only

$2495

f

COMPLETE WITH TUBES

)l|B

The only receiving set — regardless
of size — thct combines: A Fantom
Dial for Short and Long WaveLength Reception, and j-tuhe
Operation in a ytube Set, and
Super-Heterodyne Circuit, AND-fW/
Dynamic Loudspeaker, AND Automatic Volume Control, AND Genuine Art Leather Finish Cabinet,

||fl

FflDfl

Rac" ;o

AND

the

whole

industry has

been

waiting

forl

1

.

ujjf
;
t

Recept

RADIO

that

.

Ifl
^l
J

Ihe

Fourth Dimension" to

on with

Stybe*

FADA

thrill

.

!l

adds

Here's news — spot news — hot news !
News that ushers in an entirely new
era in miniature radio performance!
...With the introduction of the
amazing new SUPER FADALETTE,
Fada puts the whole Radio Universe
at the command of listeners—
adds to general longwave-length
reception the mysterious "Fourth
Dimension." The in- ..
dustry has long been
asking foCsomething
j
new." Here it is.. .and fiO OiO
beyond anything K' | \ 'fc J
dreamed of xn miniature
radio before!
■

Here! .

the

new

FflDflLETTE

"FOURTH DIMENSION"
Reception of Short
R
Wave-Length Broadcasting!
Switch the Fada "Fantom
Diai"to the right.Tune inon IKL
Police Calls, AircraftStations,
Amateur Voice Transmissions, Steamship Phones and
all broadcasting on 75-200
^..... meter wave-lengths,
j-Tube Performance
in a j-Tube Set!
The new SUPER FADALETTE is equipped with
bHHBBI only five tubes. But two
of these tubes have a

ELECTRIC

brilliant

set of elements, making
possible a clarity of tone and
reception of distant stations
equalled only by a 7-tube set!
In addition to these exclusive
SUPER FADALETTE features, this
amaz n
' g new radio boasts a Fuil
Dynamic Loud Speaker, selfcontained antenna, and automatic volume control. It operates on
both A. C. and D. C, current 90 to
130 volts. Choice of van-colored Genuine Arc Leather finishes. Or in GenuineWalnut at a slight increase in price,
Outside dimensions 9%" x 7" x 4%."
Write or wire now for information.

CORPORATION, LONG

ISLAND

CITY, N. Y.
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Make

Your

1933
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Profits

from the
GRF.BE
QUALITY

9^

LINE

From the Mode! 84 console with
12" dynamic speaker to the "Synchronette Superhet" Grebe meets the trend
of the times for a line of quality radio
sets at the right price.
And Grebe is selling direct to
dealers, eliminating all "in-between"
handling. Now you can get the
"break" in discounts you've been waiting for and an opportunity for profits
directly in proportion to your efforts
in handling and pushing the Grebe
line of beautiful, styled, and attractively priced quality radio sets.
Use the coupon below in asking for
details concerning the Grebe Sales Plan
and the entire Grebe QUALITY Line.
A. H. GREBE & CO.
Metrol>ulilan Sales Division
117 Liberty St., New York

Grebe 80. An 8-tube Superheterodyne
employing the new fifty series RCA
Amplifier and Detector Tubes.
Double Pentode Tone Control.
Chassis and condenser rubber
mounted io beautiful walnut cabinet.
New improved _ 8-inch dynamic
speaker. List Price $44.50 complete.
Tax Paid.

Grebe 84. Six legged console with sliding
doors of matched Oriental walnut. Pilasters
of two piece highly figured Butt walnut.
Chassis is the 8-tube Superheterodyne used in
Model 80. Equipped with 12" dynamic
speaker. List Price $69.50 complete. Tax
Paid.

Grebe "Superhet Syncbronetle"—the newest
in AC-DC midget radios, featuring _3-gang
condenser and 5 tubes. Unsurpassed in volume and selectivity. Modernistic cabinet
with Marquetry inlay. Built-in aerial. List
Price $27.^0 complete. Tax Paid.
^rrGrebe 60, A six-tube T.R.F.
Midget, employing the new
super triode. Triple grid
super control amplifier. Pentode. Full floating moving
coil, 8-incb dynamic speaker.
Power detection. Tone control. Walnut cabinet. List
Price $34.50 complete. Tax

A. II. GREBE & COMPANY,
117 Liberty Sc., New York
Gentlemen:
Please send complete information about the
Grebe Sales Plan and the entire Grebe Quality
Line.
Name
Company
Address
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GULBRANSEN

W/

ESTABLISHES

A

YARDSTICK
RADIO

NEW
OF

VALUE

Model V6Z2

"

GDIBimjVSEIVf

[MVy
RADIO

AUTO'"RADIO

Exceptional in performance and moderate in price—outstandingly
simple in installation and—above all—assuredly minimum in servicing requirements, the "Auto Compact" offers a new measure
of auto radio value.
Chassis, dynamic speaker, "B" power supply and relay switch are
"all housed in a single rugged container of only 124 x 54 x 7 inches.
The new "Mono" steering column control assures ease of tuning
and except for the pilot light, has no electrical connections.
Six latest development tubes are used in the advanced superheterodyne circuit. Triple point automatic volume control makes
steady reception certain. Only two leads to connect—one for the
antenna, the other for the dial. Motor noise problems practically
removed by special filter circuit and improved shielding.
The extreme ability to bring in stations, the splendid tone, the
compact construction and the many new features recommend the
Model No. Y6Z2 "Auto Compact" to car owner and dealer alike.
Price complete with six tubes, $49.50 Tax paid.

M
n
11

i

I M
I" j-iv't-' the "Aulo Compact", the new
-LjlivJl Model No. M5A1 "Super Compact" represents in its field, a new criterion. Five tubes, superheterodyne circuit,
universal for either AC or DC 110 volt
current, full dynamic speaker and dual
wave hand range 75 to 550 meters; all
these features are incorporated in a beautiful, hand-rubbed cabinet of selected veneers—size, 11^x74x6 inches.
Price complete with five tubes,
Tax paid.

In developing these two masterpieces, Gulbransen
didn't guess—Gulbransen sought to establish new standards. These two modern numbers had to be exceptional ; new high marks had to he reached.
Previously, eye appeal, small size and price have been
stressed with little attention paid to Performance. Now,
Gulbransen has given detailed attention to that allimportant requirement and as a result, there has been
added—A Performance that sells and satisfies—A Performance that increases sales and profits.
Write at once for complete information on the comprehensive Gulbransen proposition. Remember, everyone who has sold Gulbransen has made a net profit.
GULBK4NSEN
816 No. Kedxie Ave.

COMPANY
Chicago, HI.
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"B"
Replaces

POWER

57

UNIT

"

U

B" Batteries. Maintains Original

Volume, Tone and Reception Qualities

—-/or

Auto

S

Radios

$10*50

For Auto Radios, police cars, airplanes, busses, motor boats, etc,

H
^

T.TST

occupies less space than "B" batteries. Saves
THE WIDELY known Emerson"B" Power
money by ending battery replacements and
Unit introduced last year, used as standall servicing except oiling once a year.
ard equipment by many leading set makers,
All leads shielded, Dynamotor is rubber
now offers new sales possibilities for you at
mounted to base containing filter pack,
this new low price. Operates from standard 6
——i eliminating all vibration and
volt ('A" battery. Low voltage
noise. Filter pack eliminates
New Unit too Operate
tap provides <£B" voltages for
A NewUt.
from 32
fo/
commutator interference,
180-90volt or 135-67H volt sets.
from
32^ Volf,
ngPlants
Made by the makers of the
Farm L igh ting
Plan ts
Uses only about 2 amperes
Lig5
s
24 ° l.ist
well-known Emerson motors
current and only when set is in
for
i
s, farms, sumFor suburban
suburban homes,
mer
cottages,
club
houses,
etc.
anc
operation—about as much cur'"aSS
Adjustohle Isliderss supply
supplvvoitvolr^ fans. Guaranteed free from
agesof22M or45,67^,90,135,and
35,and
fby^ctl
'
electrical and mechanical
ISO volts as tequired
by set.
rent as small parking light. All
u",
j .
l
ITT*
Current consumption
cons
only about
0
pi ampere or about
15
iTwat«
watts.au
Unit
nil
defects for a period of 90 days.
working parts enclosed. Unit
k
a
is complete and
easily installed in
place of "B" batteries.
SEND COUPON

FOR FULL INFORMATION AND DISCOUNTS

THE EMERSON ELECTRIC MFG. COMPANY
2018 Washington Avenue, Saint Louis, Missouri
Name

Gentlemen: Please send me full information and discounts on
Q Emerson "B" Power Unit for auto radios
□ Emerson "B" Power Unit for 32 volt, D. C.
.Address.
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SURE SUMMER PROFITS WITH
LOW PRICED A.UTO and PORTABLE COMPACT RADIOS
The same high qualities of Engineering Design and performance always
found in "FREED-EISEMANN" apparatus are embodied in these new sets.
THE NEWEST DEVELOPMENT IN AUTO_ RADIO. Compact receiver. Anyone
can install—clamps on to steering column with single screw mounting. Superheterodyne
circuit. Latest type tubes. Electrodynaraic speaker. Illuminated kilocycle vernier tuning
dial. Gets police alarms. Lock and key switch. Operates with any standard type of
"B" Supply. Only 8" wide x 5^4" high x 5" deep. Weighs about 6 lbs.
m
Model A-7. Auio Radio Receiver, with tubes. List price
•*'V
A STYLE LEADER IN REALLY PORTABLE COMPACTS. 5 tube superheterodyne circuit. Electrodynamlc speaker. Works on A.C. or D.C. Gets
police alarms. Self contained antenna. Set is built into waterproof, washable
leatherette carrying case, with detachable front cover. A real summer item
for the vacationist, camper, traveller and business man. Made in 5 colors:
black, brown, green, blue and red. Size only 91^" x 7^2" x 6". Weight
about 7K lbs. Model 55 PORTABLE complete ivith tubes. List price
§0/7^0 Same set available in walnut veneer cabinets with marquetry
Si I
inlays, for home use
535-00
~
De Luxe Walnut veneer cabinet model
27.50
wra
ra
RCA
KLA Licensed
FREED
TELEVISION
LONG ISLAND CITY

The

1I Write orDistributors
oifre (or details
of Freed-Eisemann's
new products. 1J
appointments
now being made.

AND

RADIO

Biggest

ioofi

CORPORATION
NEW YORK

Value

Priced

to

built
S

Two New Models
Mode! 55—illustrated above—super-heterodyne—7-tubes—2-78;
1-6A7; 1-75; 1-41; 1-79; 1-84. Compact chassis measuring 5| x
6| x 6f—self-contained—-all electric—automatic volume control —
remote, illuminated steering column control—dynamic speaker. The
newest and finest in auto-radio.
COMPLETE

$54

Model 69—7 latest type tubes—all electric—automatic volume
control—dynamic speaker—remote, illuminated steering column
control. Beautiful tone, extreme sensitivity—amazing pick-up of
distance—complete $49.50.
IONEERS

IN

AUTO

in

Auto-Radio

sell
to

»

out

»

»

perform

Roots auto-radio is built to pay you profits —
profits on sales — and profits through customer
good-will and satisfaction.
Roots auto-radio licks the installation problem —
cuts installation time in half. Its simplicity and
design was developed through our close cooperation with dealers and service men.
No wires or cables to connect — tuning control
and speaker each plug into chassis^—-two leads
to A-battery.
ROOTS AUTO RADIO
2800 S. PARKWAY

MFG. CORP.
CHICAGO, ILL.

Roots Auto Radio Mfg. Corp.
2800 South Parkway, Chicago, Illinois
Please send complete information, details, and literature on "the
finest auto radio line money can buy,"

□ distributor

RADIO - four years of sales and engineering experience.
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I
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YOU have heard many mournful tales
about the radio business. Here is a success story for a change — in the record of orders for American Bosch Radio this year.

MODEL 310
The newest American
Bosch Yibro-Power
Radios A 10 tube Superheterodyne— the
only radio to have all
these ALL-STAR per
formance and selling
features:
Electric Line-O-Li te Tuning
Between Station Silence
Automatic Volume Control
Noise Level Adjustment
Sensitivity Control
Tone Control
On-the-Station Quietude
Newest Tubes
Vibro-Power
Hooded and Shielded
Chassis
American Bosch Tone
Six Leg Console
Dual Vibro-Blended
Speakers

More sets were shipped out of our factory
in January'33 than January'32; 23% more in
February'33 than in '32. What's more, the orders on hand for those two months in 1933
exceeded shipments of January and February
1932 by 46%. Total March figures not yet
available indicate even better performance.
Now American Bosch introduces a new and
complete line of radio models with which you
can greet any type of prospect who walks in
your door. Whether he says: "I want a good
small set" or "I want the latest all around
good console at a reasonable price" or "I
want the best long and short wave set I can
buy" or "I want the utmost in radio performance" you can sell him out of this line of
new models and sell him at a profit, too. You
can afford to trade, too.

89?5
Complete with Tubes
U. S. Tox Paid

You meet the four existing customer-demands with one well known line of six
radio models in a price range from $24.95 to
$178.95 and 5 to 12 tubes.

LEFT The Super
5 PopularityModel. The lowest
priced radio
American Bosch
ever offered. 5
tubes, superheterodyne, Automatic Volume Control . . . $24.95.

AMERICAN BOSCH

If you are tired of listening to gossip; if
you want to meet the landlord with a check;
if you want to do your banking at the "Deposit Window" again—write for information
on this new American Bosch Vibro-Power
line of radio. Greet the returning prosperity
with something your customer wants to buy
and you can sell at a profit.
UNITED AMERICAN BOSCH CORP.
SPRINGFIELD, MASS, Branches: New York, Chicago, Detroit
Manufactured under Patents and Applications of RCA

VIBRO-POWER

RADIO

w

. 1.
<■*
GRAND OPERA —Model 312G
Vibro-Power 12 tube Triple-Action superheterodyne in Cabinet
deluxe
§ 178.95.

GRAND CONCERT—Model
3 12C Vibro-Power 12tubeTripteActionsuperheterodynein magnificent walnut cabinet . . $147.95.

WORLD ROVER—Model 260R
Vibro-Power 10 tube Double-Action muiti-wave superheterodyne
for long and short wave broadcasts
$119.95.

WORLD CRUISER—Model 260C
Vibro-Power 10 tube Double-Action multi-wave superheterodyne
forlongand shortwave broadcasts,
ia Cabinet de luxe . . $139.95
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Nou

available to the radio field
a comprehensive, up-to-date, ana
authoritative handbook of engineering
principles, standards and practice
—Just published-

ENGINEERING

HANDBOOK
S
W

Covers hundreds
of important
topics under the
headings of:
Mathematical and Electrical
Tables
Electric and Magnetic
Circuits
Resistance
Inductance
Capacity
Combined Circuits of L, C,
and R.
Measuring Instruments
Vacuum Tubes
Oscillating Circuits
Detection and Modulation
Audio-frequency Amplifiers
Radio-frequency Amplifiers
Receiving Systems
Broadcasting
Rectifiers and Power-supply
Systems
Loud-speakers and Acoustics
High-frequency
Transmission and Reception
Code Transmission and
Reception
Television
Facsimile Transmission
Aircraft Radio
Photocells
Sound Motion Pictures

H
H
V
V
■
■
Wu
■
B
f

Prepared by a staff of 22 specialists
Editor-in-Chief, KEITH HENNEY, Associate Editor, Electronics
583 pages, 4^x7, 507 illustrations, $5.00
OW there is made available to the radio field
an engineering handbook measuring up to all
the standards of competent authorship, careful and
thorough selection of material, and accuracy of
presentation, to be found in other McGraw-Hill
hand books in various fields of engineering.
Within the covers of a convenient 583-page volume
has been compressed a great deal of constantly
needed reference material covering all fields and
aspects of radio engineering, from fundamentals to
latest practical applications.

^
5 important features of this book
The book is thoroughly technical in nature—written by engineers for engineers—
gives emphasis to design data rather than descriptions of apparatus.
Every section has been written by an engineer or physicist chosen because of his
expert knowledge of a particular phase of the subject matter. In many cases the
authors are daily engaged in the design, manufacture, or operation of the apparatus
they describe.
The scope is broad, ranging from fundamentals to discussion of newest tubes, newest
circuits, class B amplifiers, power supply systems, short-wave systems, etc.
The book is right up to the minute, covering television, sound motion picture, facsimile
transmission and aircraft applications.
The book abounds in circuit diagrams, tables, charts, formulas, design equations and
data. The circuits described quantitatively are those in use today, or soon to be
widely used.
10 days' Free Examination
Not only the radio technician, but every man interested in the design or manufacture of radio or television transmitters and receivers, sound motion picture apparatus, and apparatus utilizing vacuum tubes and photocells, will want to see this
book. Send for it today, for 10 days' examination without cost. Mail this coupon.
McGRAW-HILL FREE EXAMINATION COUPON
McOraw-ilill Book Company, Inc., 330 West 4L2nd St.. New York, X, Y.
Send me Henuey's Radio Engineering Handbook, postpaid, for 10 days' free examinaton. I
will send $5.00 or return the book ivithin 10 days of receipt.
Address
City and State

Position
Company
(Books sent on approval in U. S, and Canada only,)

Radio Retailing, April, 1933
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I AUTOMOBILE AERIAL OUTFIT f
| Tested for reliable
XOIHiK!

To All Radio Manufacturers
—Jobbers — Dealers.

This is

To Notify The Trade Generally That
U. S. PATENT No. 1,900,629
Has Been Granted to R. P. Wuerfel

j performance

OR D.C. MAINS and WITHOUT
REQUIRING THE USUAL
POWER TRANSFORMER

The INTERNATIONAL RADIO
CORPORATION

™

I

This outfit in_ dudes complete
•/- ■ -<» ••• i-. -i
*• » 1 equipment for
Easily applied I
I a u_t o m o b i 1 e
\
§
to any car
s aerial instaila--'
5
| tion. It uses a special alloy product to produce real |
| cable with indestructible
on automobile Installs- |
| Bakelite insulation. A quality dons. Write for description. |
| M. M. Fleron 8C Son, Inc., 113 Broad St., Trenton, N.J. |
rdiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHifiiiiiiiminiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiitiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiisiiiHiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiDiiiiiiiniiiiiniiHimNiiiR
uiiiiiiHimiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiHiiMiinmiiiiiHiiiiini'ioiiiiiiiniiiititiiiuiDiiiiliiiiiiiiniiiniiiiiNiiDiiniHiiiiiiiiiiiniiimi:

Covering a Radio Set Which Can
Be Operated From EITHER A. C.

I

AC-ROVAL-DC
UNIVERSAL
Complete with |
Sylvania Tubes |
90-day Guarantee 1
~ net
f^.b. N.Y.
I -i-tnhe set-—uses 78-77-43-2525—¥9.35 complete
| 5-tubo set—-uses 78-77-43-two 23Z5—? 10.95 complete
1 8-!b- model—has full dynamic speaker—hand rubbed walnut =
i cabinet—automobile outlet—selt-contained aerial—can be used £
| on 110 V. AC and DO—all cycles, 8 and 33 volt farm syeteras. =
i These fast moving values have earned quick profits for live i
5 dealers. Sell two'to a customer at this low price. Direct-to- g
i dealer policy insures full dealer profits. Order sample now. |
I ROYAL RADIO, Inc., 215 W. 125th St., New York City J
iiiiitiiiiiiiiDiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiHiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiliiiiKiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiimniiiin

of ANN ARBOR, MICHIGAN,
is and has been manufacturing the
INTERNATIONAL

KADETTE
Under License From The Patentee And
It Is The Patent Owner's Intention to
Protect Licensees By Prosecuting In-

AMPTTC
ROTARY
AN C I I CCONVERTER

fringers By Way of Patent Infringement

For Farms—Ships

Suit. This Notice Is Given Under The

—City Apartments

Provisions of Sec. 4900 U. S. Revised

—Automobiles

Statutes.
R. P. WUP RFFL, Patentee
Chief Engineer
INTERNATIONAL RADIO CORP.
Ann Arbor
U. S. A.
Michigan
Originators and Manufacturers of the
International Kadette

Uclow: Gas engine-operated Jankttk
UO-volt. 69-cycle generator. Capacities: S00 to 2230 watts. Ideal
for sound-tracks, amplitiers, i'.A.
systems, etc.

Wherever the current supply Is
D.C. use JANMTTK Rotary Converters to operate your AC receivers.
•IAXKTTE Converters are filtered
to give radio results as good as,
or better than, _ that obtained
with ecntrnl station AC. Built
to outlast the radio set.
Available in 15 sixes. Capacities
from 20 to 2509 watts. Input
voltages of (i, 13,32. 115 or 330
volts. Standard machines deliver
!IO volts. CO cycles AC.
MAII, COCrOK FOR DKTAIT.S
I JAXKTTK MFC. CO.
! 555 W. .Monroe St.
S Cliicngo, III.
■ Cent lemon: Please send prices and
• details on your:
; □ Rotary Converters.
! O Anto-B-Power (B-ellminator for
• auto-radio)
; □ Gas Engine Generators.
City

State.

•JiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiumiiiiiiHiiimniiiiimiiiiiiiiiMiiiMU'iiiiKiiiiiiiiiiHiiiMiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniimiuiiiiMi'MiiiiMmiimmitir
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6Tube Super
i CTMlTEll M:> OlOTOlt
Increase
your
profits
by
Auto
t TQT aI'RTfT?
i~ -1
Increase
your Carter
profits Genemotor
hy selling
sellin? Power
Auto
i/i»i
ivivCi
Radios
-with
Radios with
Carter
Genemotor
Power
$-^
CA Complete with 1 §
Plant. It eliminates B batteries and provides more
more volume,
volume, better tone,
tone, with
with
I O—'
W
Cunningham
ii i1
vides
i JL
Tubes
greater
selectivity and better
distance.
The
Carter
Genemotor
is
not
hard
to
sell.
F.O.B. NEW YORK
It is finding a big market wherever offered.
Licensed by B.C.A. and
The improvement of Carter all electric
ITazeltlna
operation is easily demonstrated. You
can sell one to many of the thousands of
present auto radio owners now using batA three-gang, ultra-selecteries. Cash in on this new market and
tive receiver, complete
increase your profits.
with 2—C58, 1—C57,
Price $21.00.
Special Carter Genemotor model for oper1—C56. 1—C47 and
Size, with cover on, 6%" ating 32 volt farm lighting radio equipheight, basa 6' wide, 4%" ment. It has a wide market among the
I—c80. Eola Dynamic
deep. Weight 13 lbs. Ball
Speaker, high grade nahearing. No oiling. Guar- 700,000 users of 32 volt power plants.
Send lor detailt and literature.
tionally advertised parts = = aiilced for one year. A. 3. CARTER,
PRES.
used throughout. Tone
CARTER GENEMOTOR CORP.
|
Control. Full Vision Dial. | |
Power output 2.5 to 3 1 I 361 W. Superior St.
Chicago, III. |
watts. Shipping Weight = 7:,iiiiiiiiiiilliillllilllliiiiiiiifiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii'iiiiiiiii(iiiiiiiiii)lliiiiuilllillllll)llllliliimlllll)lllttiilllliiiii)lillllli;
22lbs.
1 »llllillllllllllNIIIISIIIIIIIIIIillllHlllllllilllllllllllMlltlHltlllllMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMIIIIIHIIinilllllllllimilllllllllllllllllllllllllllt|
Cabinet measures: 17% in. high, 12% in. wide, 8% in.
deep. Oriental Walnut with Butt Walnut front overlay
makes this a charming two-toned cabinet. Satin wood used
for trimmings- The side pilasters are heavily fluted with
black lacquer.
CHASSIS, SPEAKER & TUBES Only: $12.95
lij Day Trial Offer: Receiver may be returned within this
time and full money refunded.
Purchasing Information: A postal money-order will insure immediate delivery. .Otherwise a 25% deposit is
required, with balance C.O.D. Do not include shipping
charges.
«;{ Other Models. Write for special price on this and
other specials and also for literature on our complete
line of receivers for every purpose.

Only

Reliable

Products

Can

Continuously

Be

Advertised

RADIO CHASSIS, INC.
New York Cilv 1 1
1 116 West I8th Street
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'EARCHLIGHT

oECTION

REPRESENTATIVES WANTED
FACTORY representatives, distributors to sell
real hot well known Universal receivers listing $13.60 Up. Unusual proposition. London
Radio, 130 West 17th Street, New York.
SALESMEN WANTED
SALESMEN wanted by established manufacturor selling diroetly to dealers portable
radio and Dynaphone. Our original developments are welcomed by high class merchants.
Qualified men will obtain exclusive territories
with substantial commission on all business.
No objection to a few side lines. Write complete details including history and reference
to E. R, FisUc, Ansley Radio Corporation. 240
West 33rd St., New York City.
FOR SALE
SEN&ATIONAL Microphone Value—Universal
Model "Y" — Experimenters single-button,
watch model type. 20(1 ohms. Pure gold spot
center diaphragm. Only $2.00, including valuable 1933 general catalog with diagrams. Universal Microphone Co.. Ltd.. Tnglewood. Calif.

Btds

Wanted

Radio Set manufacturer desires specications and quotations from sources of
all component units and parts entering
into the construction of midget, universal, portable and automobile radio
sets. Cabinets, chassis, speakers, gang
condensers, resistors, coil assembles,
etc., etc.
Write
BO-176. Radio Retailing
330 West 42d St., New York City

AGENTS WANTED

DEALERS and SERVICE MEN
Genuine Grebe factory made parts In stock for all
model Grebe rccelfcrs manufactured prior to 193S.
Power transformers for sets using from 4 to 12
tubes. Also audio transformers and filter chokes.
Wrlto for descriptive data and parts price list.
GREBE RADIO SALES & SERVICE CO.
137-28 Jamaica Ave.. Jamaica, N. T.
(Owner former Gen. Fact. Mgr. of
A. H. Grebe & Co. Inc.)

MEN WANTED- We require a man in every
community, and every industrial plant, full or
spare time. The work pays well, from $1 to $3
an hour. You simply recommend and eaii to the
attention of business men and fellow employees
business and technical books published especially
tor them so they can make more money. No
experience required. You can make a substantial
extra income quickly and easily by simply show,
ing our lists. Complete equipment free. Write
Tom Crawford, Dept. R.R., McGraw-Hill Book
Co.. 330 West 42d St.. New York City.

MANUFACTURERS' AGENTS WANTED
CONDENSERS
A few sales territories open to established sales
organizations
actively
contacting
wholesalers
or
distributors, High
quality
product with
good sales
and income possibilities.
MO RRILL AND M0RK1LL
30 Church St.. New York

SPECIAL NOTICE:
To the Radio Industry
Advertising in connection with legitimate
oflera of surplus stocks and discontinued
models of radio merchandise is acceptable
in this section of "Radio Retailing."
Extreme care will be exercised by the publishers to prevent the use of advertising in
the Searchlight Section to encourage price
cutting on current models of merchandise
or equipment. Nor will advertising which
invites violation of the dealer's contract
with the manufacturer be acceptable.
All merchandise offered dn the Searchlight
Section must be accurately and fully described and must be available on order.

HUGE SAVINGS IN USED
PUBLIC ADDRESS EQUIPMENT
Send for bargain lists. Motion Picture
and Sound Systems
SALES ON SOUND CORP.
Dept. RR, 1600 Broadway. New York

April, 1933
Hadio Retailing-

Hi
Days /

here

a^ain

I

• Sound Banks
• Balanced Budget
• Constructive Legislation
• I

inewed Confidence

Now we all

know where

we're going—-

headed for business—more Radio business;
Here's
for

how

we

can

make

it

profitable

you.
Buy economically, by taking advantage of

Federated

Purchaser's tremendous

Power—-Make
veniently
supply.

any

located
Save

24

one

of

our

branches

your

hours in

transit

Buying

seven

con-

source
and

of

many

dollars in shipping charges—-Send your orders
to Federated Purchaser, Inc.

federated Purchaser Inc.
25 PARK PLACE
IVEW YORK, N. Y.
The I-olio wing Distributing Units Maintained for Your Convenience:
JAMAICA, L. I.
CHICAGO, ILL.
NEWARK, N. J,
92-26 Merrick Road
133 X S. Michigan Avc.
273 Central Avenue
PUII.ADEI.I'FIIA
BRONX. N, Y.
ATLANTA. GA.
2909 It road Street
531 K. Fordhatn Road
031 Spring Street. N.W,

Fill in and mail this coupon back to
us at once for a Free copy of Radio
Bargain News.
Address
City

...State,

Radio Retailing, A McGraw-Hill Publication
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CONTROL
Stcivart blazes away with the greatest
array of super-features ever ofterea in
any auto radio!
We invite Inquiry so that you may enjoy
a demonstration of this powerful aUdectric superheterodyne—the marvel of
the STHWAKT
radio world
1
"OOMPAKION
$49.50
( Tax i'aid )
STEWAUT "ARISTOCRAT" $59.50
! Tax Paid)
Priced. VampMe Readv To Install
SlitlMv IHoher Denver and the H'eaf
STEWART RADIO &
TELEVISION CO.
Dept. 290
42 Milwaukee West, Detroit, Mich.
'Pat. Applied for
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| Short-Wave SCOUT
An A.C.-D.C. Converter that
opcretas with any radio —
even the tiny universal midgets

i

$1^50

|

WITH KCA
TUBES
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Contains its own power supply—using the 237 as
rectifier and the new CA7 Pcntagrid Converter tube
as amplifier.
Range 60 (o 200 meters. For experimentation in
European band an extra plug-in coil—20 to GO
meters—supplied if desired at SI.00 list.
Attractive burl walnut cabinet—0% in. high, 7% in.
vide. 4% in. deep. Vernier tuning control, on and
of! switch, switch for changing from Short Wave to
Kegnlar Broadcasting.
/lush pour order to us. Additional information on the
Scout and ike entire ICA line on request.
Manufactured, by
Insuline Corp. of America
/.
23-25 PARK PL.
NEW YORK, H. Y.
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TUNG-SOL

RADIO TUBE

CONSIGNMENT

PLAN

permits...

. . . Tung-Sol Dealers to stock — without any investment — sufficient quantities of all types
of tubes to meet requirements. This results in increased sales, particularly of slow moving,
but profitable high list types, which retailers are reluctant to stock under the outright purchose plan. This is only one of the reasons why Tung-Sol Dealers mode real money on radio
tubes last year. Why not moke real money for yourself this year? Find out now how the
Tung-Sol Consignment Plan helps you do it.

TUNG-SOL
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